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ABSTRACT
The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) has been widely investigated due to
the complexity of its physical processes and its impact on human life. One of
the most challenging yet critical topics in this layer is scalar transport. Many
efforts have been dedicated to investigating heat and moisture transport in the
ABL using experimental and numerical approaches over the last several decades.
However, there are still many knowledge gaps that limit the performance of nu-
merical weather prediction models, in particular over complex terrain. For exam-
ple, insufficient understanding of near-surface processes has resulted difficulties
in parameterizing meteorological variables in numerical models. Hence, the main
objective of this work is to gain a better fundamental understanding of flow pro-
cesses and scalar transport in the surface boundary layer over different types of
terrain with the ultimate goal of improving numerical weather forecasting models
by developing more accurate surface parameterizations. Three different topics are
discussed in this dissertation.
The first topic is a study of land-atmosphere interactions over a desert playa
to better understand the impacts of spatial and temporal heterogeneity in water
availability as part of the short-term hydrologic cycle. High evaporation rates
and the exponential decay of these rates are observed following occasional rainfall
events. Three main factors explained the fast evaporation observed following rain-
fall. The first factor is the existence of a powerful positive feedback mechanisms
initialized by rainfall events that leads to increasing volumetric water content,
decreasing surface albedo and Bowen ratio, followed by increases in net radiation,
and eventually the enhancement of evaporation rates. The second factor is the
clay soil texture, which has low permeability and high capacity. The soil property
makes more water available near the surface for evaporation. The third factor is the
non-negligible nocturnal evaporation rates that are correlated with increasing soil
moisture content. Moreover, a higher spatial variability of surface soil moisture
and evaporation is observed when the surface is dry.
The second topic is articulated around a case study of the mechanisms that
modulates the evolution of valley fog. A typical shallow, early-morning, short-
lived valley fog is observed in a sheltered alpine valley. This work shows that
mountain circulations play a critical role in the formation and development of
shallow valley fog by modulating temperature and moisture fields through kata-
batic flow interactions and gravity waves. In particular, internal gravity waves are
shown to modulate fog processes by varying the near-surface temperature within
a time period of ≈ 20 min.
The purpose of the last topic is to better understand the potential temperature
variance budget over three different surfaces, a desert playa (dry lakebed), charac-
terized by a flat surface devoid of vegetation; a vegetated site, characterized by a
flat valley floor covered with greasewood vegetation, and a mountain terrain site
with a slope angle of 2 -4◦ and covered by high-elevation vegetation. The analysis
reveals the presence of a 5-m layer where the production and dissipation terms of
potential temperature variance (θ2) drop rapidly below this level. Within the 5-m
layer, turbulent transport of θ2 acts as a sink term at all sites of interest. The ratio of
turbulent transport to production of θ2 remains constant as stability decreases. The
imbalance ratio between production and dissipation shows no correlation with the
stability conditions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Flow motion in the atmospheric boundary layer can be extremely difficult to
study over typical complex terrain, which can be broadly defined as regions with
irregular topography (Rotach et al., 2008) and/or regions that generally have strong
spatial heterogeneities. It can influence a wide range of scales from small turbulent
eddies to synoptic-scale processes (Arya, 2001). The atmosphere over complex ter-
rain experiences terrain-induced circulations, such as katabatic and anabatic flows,
sea breezes etc., which altogether define the local meteorological conditions near
the surface. On the other hand, flow over flat terrain with complexities induced
by surface heterogeneity of temperature or moisture encounters strong surface
temperature variations, along with uneven evaporation rates, surface properties
variability (e.g., albedo and soil properties)(Hang et al., 2015). In order to narrow
the knowledge gap, the strategy of this dissertation is to use observational data to
examine the flow processes over complex terrain that have not been well–studied
to better understand scalar transport. The main objective is to better understand
the flow dynamics and improve numerical weather prediction over diverse types
of terrain.
1.1 Atmospheric Boundary Layer
The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is formed by the interaction between
the atmosphere and the land or water surface. The ABL has been widely investi-
gated due to not only the complexity of physical processes, but also to its impact
on human life. It plays an extremely important role in many fields, such as air
quality, agriculture, weather forecasting, prediction of natural hazards, etc. Hence,
in order to improve the understanding of the atmospheric processes across vari-
ous temporal (from seconds to days) and spatial (from millimeters to kilometers)
2scales, numerous studies have been conducted regarding to momentum and scalar
transport over land and water surfaces (Garratt, 1994), idealized and complex
terrain (Kaimal & Finnigan, 1994), unstable (Mason, 1989), stable (Mahrt, 1999)
and transitional (Garratt, 1990; Wyngaard, 2010) atmospheric conditions. Within
the ABL, the lowest one-tenth is usually refereed as the surface layer, where the
turbulent flux and stress are assumed to be changed less than 10% of their mag-
nitude (Stull, 1988) and the most significant exchanges of meteorological variables
occur (Arya, 2001). The physical processes in the surface layer have a general
meteorological significance due to the fact that the dynamic interaction in the
surface layer is actually the main source of atmospheric moisture and heat (Monin
& Obukhov, 1954).
1.2 Scalar Transport in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer
Within the atmospheric boundary layer, the exchanges of heat and moisture
are caused by both turbulent and nonturbulent motion in the air. In particular,
the turbulence in the surface layer is responsible for the scalar transport between
the atmosphere and the ground surface. Of particular interest in this dissertation
is evaporation from land and water surfaces, which provides nearly all of the
atmospheric moisture. Evaporation is not only a crucial part of the water cycle, but
also of the surface energy budget. In addition, the moisture leads to the formation
of clouds and ground fog by interacting with particles and aerosols (Arya, 2001).
1.3 Flow Over Complex Terrain
The majority of complex terrain in the world is contained in mountainous re-
gions, which covers about 70% of land surfaces on the earth including hills, slopes,
valleys, gullies, etc. (Strobach, 1991). There are a large number of flow pro-
cesses exclusive to complex terrain (Figure 1 from Fernando et al., 2015), such as
mountain circulations at the slope and valley scales (Fernando, 2010; Whiteman,
2000), internal gravity waves (Nappo, 2002), cold-air pools (Clements et al., 2003),
smaller topographic features (Baines, 1995) etc. In order to fill the knowledge
gaps, such as the prediction of near-surface temperature and moisture transport,
3the parameteraizations of turbulence closure models, the role of soil moisture and
soil properties in mountainous terrain, etc., a better understanding of flow physics
leaves much to be desired.
1.4 Flow Over Heterogeneous Terrain
In this dissertation, a heterogeneous terrain is specifically defined as terrain
which has a flat surface with small surface roughness and strong thermal or mois-
ture heterogeneities. Figure 1.1 shows a field site called desert playa where can
be characterized by negligible surface roughness and high variation of surface
temperature at different scales (Figure 1.1a, 1.1b). A desert playa is a remnant
of an endorheic lake or an ephemeral lakebed, which are found in semi-arid/ arid
regions across different continents, such as the Great Basin in United States (Hang
et al., 2015; Malek, 2003); the Lake George and Lake Eyre in Australia (Torgersen,
1984); the Qaidam basin in China (Kezao & Bowler, 1986). However, there are few
studies have been attempted to study the scalar transport over playa in the ABL
(Torgersen, 1984; Tyler et al., 2006).
1.5 The MATERHORN Program
The Mountain Terrain Atmospheric Modeling and Observations (MATERHORN)
Program was designed to better understand atmospheric flow dynamics across a
wide range of scales over realistic mountainous terrain. This five-year long project
funded by the Office of Naval Research Award involved 11 principal investigators
from five academic institutions. The MATERHORN program consisted of four
components including field experiments, parameterization development, model-
ing, and technology development. More details can be found in Fernando et al.,
(2015). In this dissertation, we analyze data from the experimental component,
which consisted of three extensive field campaigns: Fall 2012, Spring 2013, and
Fog-X 2015. They are inspired and guided by many recent extensive field campa-
gin over complex terrains, such as the Vertical Transport and Mixing Experiment
(VTMX; Doran et al., 2002), the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP; Rotach &
Zardi, 2007), the Meteor Crater Experiment (METCRAX; Whiteman et al., 2008),
4Figure 1.1: (a) Large–scale infrared picture (19 June 2014 1530 MST); (b) Small–
scale infrared picture (23 July 2014 1420 MST).
5the Phoenix Air Flow Experiment (PAFEX; Pardyjak et al., 2009), the Boundary-
Layer Late Afternoon and Sunset Turbulence (BLLAST; Lothon et al., 2014). The
former two were conducted at the United States Army’s Dugway Proving Ground
(DPG), located about 137 km southwest of Salt Lake City, Utah. The DPG site
is characterized by an arid environment consisting of salt flats and isolated hills
surrounded by interconnected mountains. The Fall 2012 campaign ran from 26
September – 7 Novermber 2012, and the Spring 2013 campaign ran from 1 May –
6 June 2013. The last campaign was conducted on a dairy farm in Heber Valley,
Utah, which is a sheltered alpine valley with mixed agricultural and urban land
cover. The field campaign ran from 7 January – 1 February 2015.
1.6 Dissertation Organization and Scientific Questions
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to better understand the flow dy-
namics corresponding to the scalar transport so that numerical weather prediction
over complex and heterogeneous terrain can be improved. Chapters 2–4 study
different areas of application of meteorology and some fundamental atmospheric
fluid dynamics with respect to the exchanges of heat and moisture in the ABL.
Chapter 2 presents the soil moisture and evaporation dynamics over a thermally
heterogeneous terrain and investigates the heterogeneity of energy balance and
land-atmosphere interaction over a desert playa. The study has been published in
Boundary-Layer Meteorology with the citation: Hang, C., Nadeau, D. F., Jensen, D.
D., Hoch, S. W., and Pardyjak, E. R., 2016: Playa Soil Moisture and Evaporation Dy-
namics During the MATERHORN Field Program. Boundary-Layer Meteorol., 159(3),
521–538. Chapter 3 focuses on the effects of flow processes over mountainous ter-
rain on fog evolution. The study has been published in Pure and Applied Geophysics
with the citation: Hang, C., Nadeau, D.F., Gultepe, I., Hoch, S.W., Romn-Cascn, C.,
Pryor, K., Fernando, H.J.S., Creegan, E.D., Leo, L.S., Silver, Z. and Pardyjak, E.R.,
2016. A case study of the mechanisms modulating the evolution of valley fog.
Pure and Applied Geophysics., 173(9), 3011–3030. Chapter 4 examines the temporal
and spatial variations of near-surface temperature variance over three different
surfaces. The study will be submitted to Environmental Fluid Mechanics. Finally,
6Chapter 5 shows the general conclusion and future works.
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Abstract We present an analysis of field data collected over a desert playa in western Utah,
USA inMay 2013, themost synoptically activemonth of the year, as part of theMountain Ter-
rain Atmospheric Modeling and Observations (MATERHORN) program. The results show
that decreasing surface albedo, decreasing Bowen ratio and increasing net radiation with
increasing soil moisture sustained a powerful positive feedback mechanism promoting large
evaporation rates immediately following rain events. Additionally, it was found that, while
nocturnal evaporation was negligible during dry periods, it was quite significant (up to 30 %
of the daily cumulative flux) during nights following rain events. Our results further show
that the highest spatial variability in surface soil moisture is found under dry conditions.
Finally, we report strong spatial heterogeneities in evaporation rates following a rain event.
The cumulative evaporation for the different sampling sites over a five-day period varied from
≈0.1 to ≈6.6mm. Overall, this study allows us to better understand the mechanisms under-
lying soil moisture dynamics of desert playas as well as evaporation following occasional
rain events.
Keywords Bare soil evaporation ·Dry lake ·Gravimetric method ·Nocturnal evaporation ·
Spatial heterogeneity · Surface energy balance
1 Introduction
Drylands, defined as regions in which potential evapotranspiration exceeds annual precipi-
tation, cover more than 40 % of the exposed earth surface (D’Odorico and Porporato 2006).
Particularly in arid areas, where the average annual precipitation is less than 250mm, soil
B Eric R. Pardyjak
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1 Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112, USA
2 Department of Civil and Water Engineering, Université Laval, Quebec City, Canada
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moisture is known to be a key driver of eco-hydrological (D’Odorico and Porporato 2006)
and meteorological (Seneviratne et al. 2010; Zhou and Geerts 2013; Massey et al. 2014)
processes. Soil water content controls the partitioning of incoming energy at the surface into
latent and sensible heat fluxes. Despite considerable efforts (Famiglietti et al. 1998, 2008;
Teuling 2005; Tyler et al. 2006; Teuling et al. 2007; Vivoni et al. 2010; Ivanov et al. 2010;Mit-
telbach and Seneviratne 2012), because of the wide range of scales and processes involved,
there are still knowledge gaps regarding spatial and temporal soil moisture dynamics in arid
areas. A better understanding and parametrization of soil moisture content is necessary for
predicting surface and boundary-layer variables, cloud formation, and atmospheric boundary-
layer structure (Ookouchi et al. 1984; Avissar and Pielke 1989; Segal et al. 1989; Ek and
Holtslag 2004; Zhou and Geerts 2013; Massey et al. 2014).
Temporal variations of soil moisture are controlled by a series of interactions at the land-
atmosphere interface, such as precipitation and evapotranspiration, but also bywater transport
in the soil layer itself. Feedback mechanics involving soil moisture exist and can act to accel-
erate or decelerate water transport in the soil-vegetation-atmosphere continuum (Menenti
1984; Allison and Barnes 1985; Yechieli and Wood 2002; Warner 2004; Gowing et al. 2006;
Tyler et al. 2006). For instance, when soil water content increases after a rainfall event,
evaporation rates are enhanced and thus promote additional precipitation events (Koster and
Suarez 2003). Even a small amount of rain can radically change the energy balance (Malek
et al. 1990). In addition to increased water availability, wetter soils have a lower surface
albedo, and thus more energy is available for evapotranspiration (Idso and Jackson 1975;
Eltahir 1998; Zheng and Eltahir 1998; Schär et al. 1999). However, moist high salinity soils
act to reduce evaporation by lowering the saturation vapour pressure (Warner 2004). These
feedback mechanics are critical because they not only affect precipitation, but they also
clearly affect the atmospheric boundary-layer structure (Rife et al. 2002; Zhou and Geerts
2013).
Soil water fluctuations are driven to a large extent by evapotranspiration at the land sur-
face. In arid areas with very limited vegetation cover (such as desert playas—a remnant of
an endorheic lake or an ephemeral lakebed), transpiration can be ignored and bare soil evap-
oration prevails. Following a rain event, bare soil evaporation has been shown to display two
main stages based on theoretical studies (Philip 1957) and field experiments (Black et al.
1969; Parlange et al. 1992; Brutsaert and Chen 1995). In the first stage, when the soil is
saturated, the evaporation rate is mostly controlled by the available energy and atmospheric
drying power (i.e. wind speed, vapour pressure deficit, etc.) (Katul and Parlange 1992). In
the second stage, the rate of evaporation is primarily limited by the soil moisture content
and soil properties. Little is known about what controls the duration of each stage in the
arid environment. In addition, recent studies have found that nocturnal evaporation could
account for more than 10 % of the total daily evaporation (Burgess et al. 1998; Fisher and
Baldocchi 2007; Dawson et al. 2007; Oishi et al. 2008). To the best of our knowledge, no pre-
vious studies have quantified the significance of nocturnal evaporation in arid areas. Given
the large water vapour pressure deficits typically found at night (Novick et al. 2009), we
hypothesize that nocturnal evaporation is significant over arid playas and should be quanti-
fied.
Studies on spatial patterns of soil moisture have proliferated in recent years originat-
ing from both meteorological and hydrological communities (Whitaker 1993; Scanlon and
Goldsmith 1997; Lawrence and Hornberger 2007; Vivoni et al. 2008). As a result, several
controlling factors of soil moisture spatial variability have been identified such as vegetation
cover, soil texture, topography, and climate conditions (Famiglietti et al. 1998; Famiglietti
1999; Hupet and Vanclooster 2002; Teuling 2005; Brocca et al. 2007; Yeh et al. 1985). How-
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ever, there does not appear to be a universal understanding of how spatial heterogeneity in
soil water content varies with soil wetness. Some studies have reported less spatial hetero-
geneity in soil moisture under wet conditions (Famiglietti 1999; Hupet andVanclooster 2002;
Teuling 2005; Brocca et al. 2007), while other studies have reported the opposite (Hills and
Reynolds 1969; Henninger et al. 1976; Bell et al. 1980; Famiglietti et al. 1998; Western and
Grayson 1998; Teuling 2005). Moreover, some have reported greatest spatial heterogeneity
in soil moisture under mid-range soil water contents (Owe et al. 1982; Albertson and Mon-
taldo 2003; Famiglietti et al. 2008). In general, an understanding of soil moisture dynamics
requires an analysis of sub-surface hydrology and boundary-layer processes (Entin et al.
2000; Brocca et al. 2007). Unfortunately, very few studies using this dual approach have
focused on bare soils in arid areas (Williams et al. 2003).
The objectives of the paper are: (1) to determine how soil moisture affects the surface
energy balance in an arid area; (2) to identify the key controlling mechanisms on evaporation
after a rain event; (3) to explore the existence of nocturnal evaporation and investigate its
main driving factors; (4) to characterize the spatial heterogeneity in soil moisture and evap-
oration rates. The analysis is supported by measurements made within the field experiment
component of the Mountain Terrain Atmospheric Modeling and Observations (MATER-
HORN) program, designed to better understand atmospheric fluid dynamics across all scales
over realistic mountainous terrain as well as under transient and steady conditions. The
overall goal of MATERHORN project is to improve mountain weather forecasts by devel-
oping scientific tools to help identify leaps in predictability. More details can be found in
Fernando and Pardyjak (2013) and Fernando et al. (2015).
2 Methods
2.1 Experimental Site Description
As part of the MATERHORN program, a spring field campaign was conducted from 1 to
31 May 2013 at the U.S. Army’s Dugway Proving Ground (DPG), located about 137 km
south-west of Salt Lake City, Utah. The DPG site is characterized by an arid climate with
an annual cumulative precipitation of ≈100 mm and an annual cumulative evaporation of
nearly 170 mm resulting in a net loss of water from the shallow water table (Malek 2003).
The annual mean air temperature is ≈13.7 ◦C (Malek 2003). The terrain of the DPG site
consists of sand dunes, salt flats and isolated hills surrounded by interconnected mountains,
with sparse shrub steppe vegetation and very little human population. The main study area
of interest here is a highly alkaline desert playa site (40◦08′N, 113◦27′W, 1296 m above
mean sea level), which is mostly devoid of vegetation and characterized by a vast, barren and
very flat surface, shallow water table and a heterogeneous soil moisture spatial distribution
(Fig. 11a). The elevation variation on the playa is typically less than 1 m km−1. The playa
is ≈130 km long (north-south), and ≈65 km wide (east-west) and is located in the southern
portion of the Great Salt Lake Desert.
TheMATERHORN spring campaign contained ten Intensive Observation Periods (IOPs),














Fig. 1 Schematic illustrating the experiment layout (not to scale) with soil sampling sites (1–20) and the two
wells monitoring the water table. The turbulence tower is located 200 m of the east well
2.2 Soil Moisture Content Sampling
2.2.1 Soil Sampling Transect
Soil moisture content was sampled at 20 sites evenly distributed on a 240 m × 180 m grid
(Fig. 1). The grid size was selected to capture the typical length scale of wet and dry soil
patches that are visible on the surface. Out of the 20 sampling sites, sites 1–17 were assigned
to study the spatial heterogeneity of the playa soil. At these locations, soil from the surface
layer (0–20 mm) and 50-mm layer (40–60 mm) were sampled. Here we assume that the
spatial arrangement of wet and dry patches contained in our sampling grid is representative
of the processes taking place at the playa scale. Sites 18–20 were used for mesoscale model
validation purposes, which required extracting two soil cores from the layers 0 to 100 and
240 to 260 mm. Soil moisture was measured twice per IOP at sites 1–17, and once per IOP
at sites 18–20, from the second IOP onwards (Table 1).
2.2.2 Moisture Content Sampling Method
Due to high salinity of thewater in the playa soil, typical continuousmoisture sampling probes
such as reflectometers could not be used. As a result, volumetric water content (VWC) was
measured directly using the gravimetric method (Johnson 1962). Soil samples were collected
within a 1-m radius of each site by using a 25.4-mm gauge auger. The samples were taken
sufficiently far from each other to prevent soil disruption throughout the field campaign. The
soil sampleswere kept in pre-weighed tins immediately following extraction from the ground.
The tins were sealed with electric tape and placed into plastic zipper bags. Once all of the
samples were obtained, they were immediately weighed on-site before and after heating at
105 ◦C for at least 24 h. The precision of the scale was±10−5kg. The estimated uncertainty of
VWC was found to be ±0.012m3m−3. In order to convert from mass to volume, the density
of the water and soil were both measured in the field using the recommended USDA soil
quality test kit guide (USDA 1999). The volumetric water content of each soil sample was
taken as the ratio of the volume of the water inside of the soil to the volume of the dry soil.
To characterize the spatial heterogeneity statistically, mean and standard deviations were
computed over all sampling results for each IOP (e.g. mean surface-layer VWC during IOP2
was the average over all surface samples from the 17 sites during IOP2). The density of the
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Table 1 Surface (0–20 mm)
temporal variability of playa soil
moisture during the experimental
period
Std standard deviation
IOP Sampling time VWC (m3 m−3)
Start–final (MST) Mean Min/Max Std
2 May 4 1411–1642 0.22 0.05/0.33 0.08
May 5 0937–1026
3 May 7 1353–1510 0.24 0.08/0.34 0.08
–
4 May 11 1200–1238 0.20 0.06/0.32 0.10
May 12 0414–0604
5 May 13 1845–1926 0.20 0.06/0.31 0.07
May 14 0937–1026
6 May 16 2219–0037 0.21 0.05/0.35 0.11
–
7 May 20 1325–1455 0.34 0.16/0.42 0.05
May 21 0441–0526
8 May 22 1351–1512 0.30 0.15/0.38 0.06
May 23 0615–0700
9 May 25 1028–1110 0.27 0.04/0.36 0.09
May 25 0724–0811
10 May 30 1904–1932 0.33 0.28/0.36 0.02
–
2.3 Other Measurements
To determine the evaporation and corresponding atmospheric variables at the playa site, we
use 20-Hz data from a 28-m turbulence flux tower, which ran nearly continuously from 2
May to 5 June 2013. The tower was instrumented at six levels (0.6, 2.0, 5.3, 10.4, 19.4,
25.5 m) with Campbell Scientific, Inc. CSAT3 sonic anemometer/thermometers (Logan,
UT) and HMP45C temperature/relative humidity sensors (Vaisala, Vantaa, Finland). Two
EC150 CO2/H2O open-path gas analyzers (Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan, UT) were
deployed at 2.0 and 10.4 m above the surface. The eddy-covariance technique was applied
to obtain sensible and latent heat fluxes using averaging periods of 30 min. More details on
the turbulence flux corrections and quality control can be found in Jensen et al. (2015). The
random flux uncertainty was estimated based on Lenschow et al. (1994). Here, we purposely
did not exclude nocturnal data segments characterized by weak or ‘insufficient’ mechanical
mixing. Indeed, given the closure of the surface energy balance at night (see Fig. 3), we have
no indication that the latent heat fluxes are underestimated. The estimations of nocturnal
evaporation reported in Sect. 3.2 are, in the worst case, conservative.
Thermal property sensors (TP01, Hukseflux, Delft, the Netherlands) were installed at a
depth of 50 and 250 mm to measure soil thermal conductivity, soil thermal diffusivity, and
volumetric heat capacity. The sub-surface heat flux at 50 mm depth was measured with self-
calibrating heat-flux plates (HFP-SC, Hukseflux, the Netherlands). The ground heat flux at
the surface was then calculated as the sum of the averagemeasured ground heat flux at 50-mm
depth (flux plate measurements) and the heat storage change in the 0 to 50-mm soil layer.
The heat storage was calculated using the direct measurements of thermal heat capacities
at 50 mm below the surface and soil temperatures at depths of 10, 25, and 50 mm. Given
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the low permeability of the soil, advective heat transport by rain infiltration was neglected.
The individual shortwave and longwave components of the surface radiation balance were
measured with up- and down-facing pyranometers and pyrgeometers (CMP21 and CGR4,
Kipp & Zonen, the Netherlands) mounted horizontally 2 m above ground.
Finally, two Solinst Model 3001 Levelogger (Ontario, Canada) probes were installed at
the field site (marked with an × in Fig. 1) to measure water table depth as it is a critical
hydrological variable for dry lake beds (Tyler et al. 2006).
2.4 Soil Textures
As shown in Table 2, the study site is characterized by tremendous spatial variability in soil
textures. In the top 250 mm, the soil texture is clay, silty clay or silty clay loam. In the surface
soil layer (0–20mm), the percentage of sand varies from1 to 22%,whereas silt varies from24
to 55 % and clay from 41 to 62 %. All soil texture data were determined with the hydrometer
method (Day 1965). Malek (2003) reported the surface salt content at a site ≈250 m to the
north-east of the present measurement site, finding a soil electrical conductivity of 140dS
m−1 and a predominance of sodium, thereby explaining the white tinted surface soil colour.
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Brief Climatology
Figure 2 shows a summary of basic hydrological and meteorological conditions during the
field campaign at the playa site. Figure 2a reveals two main rain events in May 2013 (rainfall
data obtained from a nearby automatedweather station, 40◦197′N, 113◦167′W, 1299m above
mean sea level). The first occurred on 17–18May 2013,with a cumulative rainfall of 15.8mm,
whereas the second took place on 28 May 2013, with a total rainfall of 10.2 mm. Figure 2a
also shows the water-table depth fluctuations for part of the experimental period. Apart from
a weak daily cycle possibly attributable to evaporative losses, we note two different time
scales in the water table response to rainfall events. Following the first rain event, it took
roughly 4days for the water table to start rising, while for the second event it took only a
day. One potential reason for these two different time scales is the antecedent soil moisture
conditions. The last rain event before 17 May 2013 was 20 April 2013, allowing 30days for
soil to dry out. However, the second rain event occurred only 10 days after the first event, so,
the antecedent soil moisture during the second event was higher than for the first rain event,
which led to a more rapid response to the water table depth. Figure 2b shows the evolution
of air temperature and wind speed throughout the experimental period, with air temperature
varying between 1.8 and 34.1 ◦C, with an average of 17.4 ◦C. The mean 2-m wind speed
was 4ms−1 and reached a maximum of 17ms−1 on 23 May at night. Figure 2c shows the
evaporation rate measured using the eddy-covariance technique at the site from 2 May to 5
June 2013. The mean daily cumulative evaporation before 17 May 2013 was about 0.3±0.2
mm. We note an increase in evaporation rates after the first rain event, followed by a sharp
decay (see following section). The peak evaporation rates following the two rain events were
5.9 mm day−1 (±0.4 mm day−1) and 8.3 mm day−1 (±0.3 mm day−1) respectively. These
events are discussed thoroughly in Sect. 3.2. Note that the cumulative evaporation for the
entire experimental period was 19.3mm (±1.5 mm) (73 % of the rainfall received during the
campaign). The monthly averaged evaporation rate is 0.69 mmday−1, which is consistent
with the annual mean evaporation rate of 0.46mm day−1 reported by Malek (2003).
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Table 2 Playa soil texture analysis for Site 1–Site 17 following the USDA classification system (Soil Survey
Staff 1999) as well as basic VWC statistics
Site number Texture Sand (%) Silt (%) Clay (%) VWC (m3m−3)
Mean Min/Max Std
1 SC 9 45 46 0.29 0.19/0.35 0.04
1 (40–60 mm) SC 0 56 44 – – –
1 (200–250 mm) SC 0 51 49 – – –
2 C 10 36 54 0.25 0.04/0.40 0.11
3 SC 1 48 51 0.19 0.05/0.34 0.09
4 C 16 30 54 0.20 0.07/0.32 0.09
5 C 14 31 55 0.20 0.06/0.33 0.09
6 SC 9 40 51 0.33 0.29/0.38 0.03
7 SC 1 55 44 0.29 0.17/0.37 0.06
8 SC 7 52 41 0.32 0.25/0.37 0.03
9 C 10 38 52 0.21 0.06/0.34 0.09
10 C 10 36 54 0.23 0.06/0.33 0.10
11 C 22 37 41 0.31 0.22/0.42 0.06
12 C 17 27 56 0.19 0.08/0.34 0.09
13 C 14 24 62 0.26 0.10/0.38 0.09
14 C 20 40 41 0.30 0.14/0.42 0.07
15 C 15 32 54 0.27 0.18/0.36 0.06
16 C 10 34 56 0.29 0.12/0.41 0.10
16 (40–60 mm) SCL 16 44 40 – – –
16 (200–250 mm) SCL 11 51 38 – – –
17 C 16 30 54 0.23 0.06/0.39 0.11
Mean 11.8 37.3 50.9 – – –
Min/Max 1/22 24/55 41/62
Unless specified, the reported soil texture and VWC are averaged over the entire experimental period and are
reported for the top 20-mm soil layer
SC: silty clay, C: clay, SCL: silty clay loam
3.2 Atmosphere–Soil Moisture Dynamics
Figure 3 shows the full surface energy balance around the first rain event, which occurred
on 17–18 May 2013 (see Fig. 2a). Before the rain event, the peak value of net radiation
was about 400Wm−2. During and after the rain event, the maximum net radiation exceeded
500Wm−2 and continued to do so for at least the next 3days. As surface soil moisture
increases following precipitation events, the surface albedo decreases, leading to reduced
outgoing shortwave radiation flux densities and an increase in net radiation, especially under
less cloudy conditions. Furthermore, as the most synoptically active month of the year, most
of the data were obtained under cloudy conditions. Figure 3 also shows that the sensible
heat flux decreased by a factor of ≈2 during the rain event. After approximately one day, the
sensible heat flux returned to its pre-rainfall values. The nighttime sensible heat flux is very
small (near zero), indicating near-neutral surface layer conditions on certain days (see also
Jensen et al. 2015). As required, the latent heat fluxes show the same behaviour observed with
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Fig. 2 a Daily precipitation and water-table level during the experimental period. b 5-min averages of air
temperature and wind speed at 2 m above ground from the flux tower. c 30-min averages of evaporation rates
measured 10 m above ground. Error bars are not included for readability
the evaporation rate shown in Fig. 2c. The magnitude of the ground heat flux increases during
the rainfall and reaches its maximum value on 20 May 2013, partly because of variations in
soil thermal conductivity. Indeed, before the rain event, the thermal conductivity was 0.71W
(mK)−1 and immediately after, it increased to 0.85W (mK)−1. Due to the fact that the soil
in this studied area is rich in clay, the advective transport of heat is very small and is thus
neglected as previously mentioned. The magnitude of the daytime residual heat flux is about
100Wm−2 before the rain, and increases to 200Wm−2 for a brief period. As can be seen in
Fig. 3, there are missing data, both due to the rain event and a brief power outage.
Several studies have reported exponential decay of evapotranspiration following a rain
event (Williams and Albertson 2004; Teuling et al. 2006), and in order to relate evaporation
to the soil moisture dynamics, the model presented in Teuling et al. (2006) is applied here.
The model has a basic simplified terrestrial water balance under the assumptions that there




and assumes evaporation E is proportional to the available soil moisture storage S with
proportionality constant c. Then, Eq. 1 can be integrated from t0 to t and written as,





where E0 is the evaporation at t = t0 (t0 is specified as the first day following the rain
event) and λ = 1/c is a time scale controlling the temporal evolution of evaporation. If the
evaporation rate is plotted as function of time on a semi-log plot (Fig. 4), E0 is given by the
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Fig. 3 Surface energy balance (RN + H + LE + G = Res) for a six-day period centered on the first rain
event (17 May 2013). Energy fluxes shown are 30-min averages (RN net radiation, H sensible heat flux, LE
latent heat flux, G ground heat flux, Res residual energy). More details on the surface energy balance can be
found in Hoch et al. (2013, 2014)
Fig. 4 Daily evaporation at the field site following two rain events. The model evaluated here is the one from
Teuling et al. (2006) (see Eq. 2). The first rain event took place on 17–18 May 2013 and the second on 28 May
2013
intercept with the ordinate obtained using a linear regression. In order to connect the time
scale λ to the soil moisture dynamics, a storage term S0 is defined as soil moisture depleted




E(t)dt = λE0 (3)
In their study, Teuling et al. (2006) report λ and S0 values for a wide range of surface types
and climate conditions. During theMATERHORN field experiment, the mean e-folding time
was found to be λ = 3.64days, and S0 = 6.12mm, values that are much smaller than those
reported in Teuling et al. (2006). In fact, the minimum λ and S0 from their Table 2 are 12.4
days and 28.1 mm respectively. We believe that the short e-folding time is due to the high
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(a) (b)
VWC VWC
Fig. 5 Left Average daytime surface albedo versus mean volumetric water content (VWC) for each IOP. Right
Average daytime Bowen ratio versus mean volumetric water content for each IOP
atmospheric drying demand at the playa site, to the fine texture of the soil retaining rainwater
close to the surface, and to the existence of positive feedback mechanisms promoting fast
surface drying after a rain event. On the other hand, the low storage volume is possibly a
result of the soil properties and shallow water table position at the field site.
As shown in Table 2, the surface soil texture at the playa is mainly clay, which has a very
low permeability due to its fine texture. Furthermore, clay rich soil has a relatively high water
capacity. As a result, water is kept near the surface after the rain events, which promotes large
evaporation rates.
As a starting point to investigate processes responsible for the unusually rapid surface
drying following a rain event, we focus on two key determinants of the energy budget: the
playa surface albedo and Bowen ratio. Figure 5a presents variations of surface albedo as a
function of VWC in the surface layer, where we see that the surface albedo increases by up
to a factor of 1.5 in response to a drying surface. In terms of energy fluxes, this reduction of
0.13 in surface albedo translates into an increase of 80 W m−2 given the typical conditions
at the site. Figure 5b shows the relationship between the daytime Bowen ratio and surface
soil moisture, with the Bowen ratio taken as the ratio of the mean daytime sensible heat flux
to latent heat flux. The Bowen ratio varies greatly, from ≈ 6 to 0.5 as VWC in the surface
layer increases. The variation of Bowen ratio under dry and medium soil moisture conditions
(VWC ≈ 0.18–0.29m3m−3) is relatively small, but under wet conditions (VWC ≈ 0.29–
0.34m3m−3) it increases sharply from about 5 to 0.5, i.e. by a factor of 10. In essence, Fig. 5
shows that both surface albedo and Bowen ratio decrease with increasing surface wetness, a
well-known relationship.
Given that there is more energy available at the surface under wet conditions, one needs to
investigate how this excess energy is redistributed. Figure 6 shows sensible (H), latent (LE)
and ground (G) heat fluxes normalized by net radiation (RN). The 30-min averaged data of
all the heat fluxes are integrated over a 24-h period, which imply values of the daily total
heat transfer. The daily total net radiation increases from 6.2 to 12.5MJm−2 with increasing
wetness. Figure 6a illustrates that the integrated sensible heat flux has a slightly increasing
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Fig. 6 a Integrated sensible heat flux over 1day normalized by daily-averaged net radiation versus daily
averaged surface albedo. b Integrated ground heat flux over a day normalized by daily-averaged net radiation
versus daily-averaged surface albedo. c Integrated latent heat flux over a day normalized by daily-averaged
net radiation versus daily-averaged surface albedo
trend with increasing albedo. Under relatively low-albedo conditions (0.22–0.31), integrated
H/RN increases from about 0.2 to 0.5 and then levels off when surface albedo is greater
than 0.32. This indicates that the temperature difference between the soil surface and the
overlying air increases under moist low-albedo conditions. Figure 6b does not show any
clear relation between the integrated G and albedo as indicated by the very small correlation
coefficient. This can be explained by the balance of increasing soil thermal conductivity and
decreasing temperature difference when the albedo becomes smaller (greater soil moisture
content). Figure 6c shows a decreasing trend of integrated LE/RN as albedo increases. The
integrated LE decreases from ≈0.6 to 0.1 under small albedo conditions, and then appears
to plateau when surface albedo exceeds 0.36. In summary, when the soil moisture content
increases (i.e. after a rain event), the surface albedo decreases and the additional energy is
used to evaporate more water and thus accelerate surface drying.
We hypothesize that nocturnal evaporation is another factor behind the positive surface
drying feedback mechanism. Figure 7 shows that nocturnal evaporation (obtained from the
eddy-covariance measurements) can account for up to 30 % of the cumulative daily evapora-
tion, although it is usually in the range 0–10 %. Note that this has implications for traditional
radiation-based evaporation relations such as that of Priestley and Taylor (1972), which
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Fig. 7 Histogram of the ratio of nocturnal to daily cumulative evaporation for the full experimental period
assume that nighttime evaporation is non-existent. The use of such relations over long time
periods could lead to an underestimation of the actual water vapour transfer.
To investigate the driving process related to nocturnal evaporation, Fig. 8 shows the cumu-
lative nocturnal evaporation versus the mean atmospheric drying power (a–c) and surface soil
moisture content (d). Note that theVWC data are available exclusively during the IOP periods,
which focused on daytime conditions. Thus, Fig. 8d represents nighttime evaporation versus
the corresponding VWC values for the equivalent day. Negative evaporation indicates that on
certain days, weak condensation occurs, although these values may result from random flux
errors. There is no clear relation between cumulative nocturnal evaporation and atmospheric
drying demand. In most cases, no matter how the atmospheric dying power changes, total
nighttime evaporation only varies slightly from zero to 0.1 mm (Fig. 8a–c). However, noctur-
nal evaporation is positively correlated with VWC (Fig. 8d); therefore, in arid areas devoid of
vegetation such as playas, nocturnal evaporation is essentially limited by water availability,
as one would expect.
3.3 Spatial Heterogeneity of Soil Moisture and Evaporation
Figure 9 shows the spatial standard deviation ofVWC values in the soil surface layer computed
with data from all IOPs at sites 1–17. In the surface soil layer, the spatial heterogeneity
increases as the soil becomes drier. Under the driest surface conditions, the coefficient of
variation is 50 %, while under the wettest conditions it decreases to 14 %. Yeh et al. (1985)
were the first to postulate that increased heterogeneities under dry conditions were due to
variations in soil texture, as is likely the case here. This surface variabilitywas evident in visual
observations of persistent moist and dry regions throughout the playa (Fig. 11a). However, at
greater soil depths, less heterogeneity is observed until eventually the soil becomes saturated.
Thus, there is no clear relation between mean soil moisture and its standard deviation in the
50-mm layer. As expected, a larger range of soil moisture conditions was found in the surface
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VPD ° VWC
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 8 Nocturnal cumulative evaporation (mm) versus: a vapour pressure deficit (VPD); b soil surface tem-
perature; c wind speed measured 2 m above ground; d surface volumetric water content (VWC)
Fig. 9 Standard deviation of volumetric water content in the surface soil layer and 50-mm soil layer versus
mean volumetric water content. Standard deviation of VWC error bars represent 95 % confidence intervals
calculated with a jackknife resampling algorithm (Tukey 1958). VWC error bars represent the mean error of
soil sampling
layer, where it varied from 0.20 to 0.34 m3 m−3. In the 50-mm layer, VWC covered the range
0.36–0.39 m3 m−3.
One would expect spatial heterogeneity in soil moisture to translate into heterogene-
ity in evaporation rates. To investigate this, we used the soil moisture depletion technique
(Johnston et al. 1969) at each of our 17 sampling sites with soil water profiles obtained,
by solving Richards equation with a simple finite difference model (Clapp and Hornberger
1978; McCumber 1980; Shingleton 2010 for more detail on the model). As the top boundary
condition, we used our surface soil moisturemeasurements, whereas for the bottom boundary
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Fig. 10 Cumulative evaporation for each of the 17 soil sampling sites as determined from the soil depletion
method and the eddy-covariance measurements. Error bars on eddy-covariance data represent the estimated
random errors of daily evaporation
0.67 m
1.22 m 1.00 m
(b)(a)
Fig. 11 a Large-scale visible photograph of the desert playa (19 June 2014 1335 MST); b small-scale visible
photograph showing desiccation cracks (23 July 2014 1530 MST)
conditions (0.8 m below the surface) we assumed a saturated soil with VWC = 0.46m3m−3.
We validated the model by comparing the variations of 50-mm soil moisture after the rain
event on May 17–18. Although this is far from an exhaustive validation, the differences
between observational and modelled values were relatively small and considered sufficiently
good to proceed with the analysis. Figure 10 shows substantial variability in evaporation
rates among the 17 sampling sites. The cumulative evaporation on the first day after the last
rain event varies from ≈0 to 2.0mm. However, the values of total evaporation after 5days
changes from ≈0.1 to ≈6.6mm, which indicates strong heterogeneity over these 17 sites. As
expected, most of the sites with smaller-than-average evaporation are usually relatively dry
(VWC < 0.2m3m−3) and vice versa. In essence, Fig. 10 illustrates the underlying spatial
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variability in evaporation rates, which an ‘integrated’ measurement approach such as the
eddy-covariance method is unable to detect.
As highlighted by Brutsaert (1998), spatial heterogeneity in soil moisture (and thus water
vapour fluxes) exists at multiple scales. Figure 11 shows visible photographs of the playa site
at two scales. At large scales (Fig. 11a), clear dry (brown) and wet (white) patches are found
and are likely associated with sharp local gradients in evaporation rates. Heterogeneity is also
found at small scales (Fig. 11b), where water vapour is evacuated through small desiccation
cracks. This illustrates that even under a priori homogeneous surfaces, spatial heterogeneity
has to be taken into account.
4 Conclusions
This study focuses on mechanisms controlling desert playa soil moisture dynamics as well
as evaporation following occasional rain events. The analysis is based on observational data
collected as part of theMATERHORNprogram inMay 2013. Thismonth is typically themost
synoptically active month of the year, and while there were only two significant rain events
during the month, total precipitation (25 mm) did exceed cumulative evaporation (19 mm).
Hence, the month was relatively wet compared to the annual averages where evaporation
exceeds precipitation.
Regarding the temporal variability of soil moisture, a fast positive feedback mechanism
promoting surface drying after precipitation events was observed. Following rainfall, surface
albedo and Bowen ratio decreased from 0.38 to 0.25 and from 6 to 0.5 respectively, while
net radiation increased by 25 %. The evaporation rate reached its maximum value one day
after the rain event, and then decayed exponentially. The associated e-folding time scale is
much smaller than values previously reported in the literature. An additional contributing
factor to the positive drying feedback mechanism is nocturnal evaporation. Furthermore, the
clay soil at the playa site is characterized by low permeability and a relatively large water
holding capacity, which holds water near the surface and is available for evaporation. On
several nights following rain events, the ratio of nocturnal to daily cumulative evaporation
reached up to 30 %. Near-surface volumetric water content has a bigger impact than they do
vapour pressure deficit, surface temperature and wind speed.
High spatial variability of surface soil moisture and soil texture was also investigated on
an experimental grid. The spatial heterogeneity was found to be significant in the top 20-mm
layer, with a VWC standard deviation of 0.07m3m−3, and negligible deeper into the soil,
with a VWC standard deviation of 0.05m3m−3. Cumulative evaporation after rain events
shows the presence of strong heterogeneity in evaporation rates under wet soil conditions
(relatively low variability). The total evaporation after 5days varied from ≈0.1 to ≈6.6mm.
Some evidence of a positive feedback mechanism over a desert playa site was observed, and
additionally we also identified strong spatial heterogeneity at different scales for playa sites.
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THE MECHANISMS MODULATING THE
EVOLUTION OF VALLEY FOG
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A Case Study of the Mechanisms Modulating the Evolution of Valley Fog
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Abstract—We present a valley fog case study in which radia-
tion fog is modulated by topographic effects using data obtained
from a ﬁeld campaign conducted in Heber Valley, Utah from
January 7–February 1, 2015, as part of the Mountain Terrain
Atmospheric Modeling and Observations (MATERHORN) pro-
gram. We use data collected on January 9, 2015 to gain insight into
relationships between typical shallow radiation fog, turbulence, and
gravity waves associated with the surrounding topography.
A & 10–30 m fog layer formed by radiative cooling was observed
from 0720 to 0900 MST under cold air temperatures (&-9 C),
near-saturated (relative humidity with respect to water &95 %),
and calm wind (mostly \0.5 m s-1) conditions. Drainage ﬂows
were observed occasionally prior to fog formation, which modu-
lated heat exchanges between air masses through the action of
internal gravity waves and cold-air pool sloshing. The fog appeared
to be triggered by cold-air advection from the south (&200) at
0700 MST. Quasi-periodic oscillations were observed before and
during the fog event with a time period of about 15 min. These
oscillations were detected in surface pressure, temperature, sensible
heat ﬂux, incoming longwave radiation, and turbulent kinetic
energy measurements. We hypothesize that the quasi-periodic
oscillations were caused by atmospheric gravity waves with a time
period of about 10–20 min based on wavelet analysis. During the
fog event, internal gravity waves led to about 1 C ﬂuctuations in
air temperatures. After 0835 MST when net radiation became
positive, fog started to dissipate due to the surface heating and heat
absorption by the fog particles. Overall, this case study provides a
concrete example of how fog evolution is modulated by very weak
thermal circulations in mountainous terrain and illustrates the need
for high density vertical and horizontal measurements to ensure
that the highly spatially varying physics in complex terrain are
sufﬁcient for hypothesis testing.
Key words: Ice fog, internal gravity wave, mountain complex
terrain, radiation fog, turbulence–wave interaction.
1. Introduction
Fog is deﬁned as a near-surface air mass with
suspended water droplets and/or ice crystals that
reduces horizontal visibility to less than 1 km
(NOAA 1995). Understanding fog evolution pro-
cesses is critical in populated areas due to its effect on
ground transportation, air trafﬁc, vegetation health
and air quality (Gultepe et al. 2007). Although the
processes associated with fog formation, evolution
and dissipation are extremely important, they are still
not fully understood, especially, in the areas of
complex terrain (Golding 1993; Mu¨ller et al. 2007;
Price et al. 2011). The difﬁculties in predicting fog
arise from the nonlinear interactions between simul-
taneous atmospheric processes, such as aerosol
chemistry, droplet microphysics, radiative transfer,
turbulent mixing, and moisture deposition (Gultepe
et al. 2007).
Fog frequently forms in river valley bottoms,
where moisture is plentiful and cold air accumulates
due to drainage ﬂows. These valley fogs are radiation
fogs modulated by topographic effects such as slope
ﬂows and mountain-generated gravity waves. Several
ﬁeld studies have been conducted across the world to
analyze valley fogs, including in the Chemung River
Valley (Pilie´ et al. 1975), the Hudson Valley
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(Fitzjarrald and Lala 1989), and the Central Valley in
the United States (Holets and Swanson 1981; Lee
1987; Underwood et al. 2004). In Europe, valley fog
studies have been conducted in the Abisko Valley in
Sweden (Adedokun and Holmgren 1993), the Po
Valley in Italy (Argentini et al. 1999), and the Ebro
Valley in Spain (Cuxart and Jime´nez 2012). For the
most part, these studies have been focused on the
impacts of fog microphysics, radiative exchanges,
surface energy ﬂuxes, fog chemistry, and to minor
extent mountain ﬂow dynamics on deep ([100 m)
valley fog evolution. For example, Cuxart and
Jime´nez (2012) analyzed a 300-m thick and 60-h long
persistent fog in a wide closed valley; Holets and
Swanson (1981) focused on a 6-day fog event with
thicknesses between 100 and 600 m; Pilie´ et al.
(1975) studied the life cycle of 100-m thick and 5-h
long valley fog. However, less attention has been paid
to shallow (\20 m) valley fog, which is extremely
challenging to predict with current numerical weather
prediction models (see Pu et al. 2016 submitted to
PAAG to the same issue). In an attempt to ﬁll this
research gap, this work focuses on shallow and short-
duration (*100 min) valley fog.
Under cold weather conditions, suspended ﬁne ice
crystals may form and lead to ‘ice fog’. Ice fog is
hazardous, as ice crystals tend to settle on the sur-
faces of roads and airplanes, but also very
challenging to forecast because of the knowledge
gaps in its microphysical dynamics as well as limited
near-surface observations (Gultepe et al. 2009, 2012).
While the consensus is that ice fog forms at tem-
peratures below -30 C, recent studies have reported
its occurrence under warmer conditions ([-20 C,
Gultepe et al. 2008) that are related to ice nucleation
processes.
Numerous experimental and numerical studies
have shown over the past decades that turbulence is a
key variable affecting the evolution of radiation fog
(Rodhe 1962; Roach 1976; Bergot and Guedalia
1994; Duynkerke 1999; Terradellas et al. 2008; Zhou
and Ferrier 2008; Van Der Velde et al. 2010; Roma´n-
Casco´n et al. 2012; Ye et al. 2014; Steeneveld et al.
2014). However, arguments exist regarding the role
of turbulence in modulating fog evolution depending
on the situation. For example, some researchers
report that turbulent mixing inhibits fog formation
since fog forms when the turbulence intensity is low
(Roach 1976; Ye et al. 2014). Other researchers have
noted that turbulent mixing actually supports fog
formation by the mixing of cool near-surface air with
warm near-saturated air above the boundary layer,
which leads to air saturation and fog formation
(Gerber 1981; Welch et al. 1986). More recently,
Zhou and Ferrier (2008) introduced a turbulence
intensity threshold above which radiation fog would
dissipate under the action of strong turbulent mixing.
Although it is difﬁcult to pinpoint the role of turbu-
lence on fog evolution, case studies with detailed
turbulence measurements may give new insight on
this matter.
Besides turbulence, internal gravity waves (IGW),
commonly observed in stable stratiﬁed boundary
layers (Finnigan 1988) and over mountainous terrain
(Nappo 2002), are also known to impact fog
dynamics. Indeed, several studies have found that
gravity waves can lead to quasi-periodic oscillations
in air temperature, liquid water content and visibility
(Roach 1976; Gerber 1981; Choularton et al. 1981;
Welch et al. 1986; Kurita et al. 1990; Duynkerke
1991; Richiardone et al. 1995; Uematsu et al. 2007;
Manoj and Devara 2011; Ye et al. 2014; Price et al.
2015). For instance, Roach (1976) reports a case of
radiation fog with quasi-periodic oscillations in sur-
face temperature, wind speed and net infrared
radiative ﬂux with time periods of 10–15 min. He
concludes that the interaction between turbulent
mixing and radiative cooling is the driving factor for
radiation fog formation based on the phase difference
between these variables. Duynkerke (1991) also
found that gravity waves can introduce oscillations in
fog thickness and visibility for a shallow (&30 m)
radiation fog. However, the understanding of the
interactions between the internal gravity waves and
fog processes is still partial (Haeffelin et al. 2010).
Overall, far too few studies have provided quantita-
tive analyses of IWG interactions with shallow
valley/radiation fogs.
This paper presents a case study of a shallow,
short-duration, early morning valley (ice) fog event
formed in a stable boundary layer affected by its
interactions with atmospheric waves and turbulence.
The case study event is typical of wintertime fogs
observed within valley bottoms of northern Utah
3012 C. Hang et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.
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(Horel et al. 2002). The objectives of this paper are to
use a case study of a typical shallow fog event in an
enclosed mountain valley: (1) to classify the fog type
and describe the fog event in terms of its key mean
and turbulence variables; (2) to investigate the
impacts of mountain ﬂow dynamics on fog physical
behavior; (3) to understand the linkage between
internal gravity waves and quasi-periodic oscillations
in visibility in shallow fog layers. This observational
work was conducted as part of the Mountain Terrain
Atmospheric Modeling and Observations (MATER-
HORN) program. One of the primary objectives of
the program was to better understand atmospheric
ﬂuid dynamics across all scales over realistic moun-
tainous terrain as well as under transient and steady
conditions. MATERHORN-Fog is a ﬁeld campaign
designed to study the formation of fog in complex
terrain. More details on the MATERHORN program
can be found in Fernando et al. (2015), while an
overview of the MATERHORN-Fog ﬁeld campaign
is provided in Gultepe et al. (2016) (submitted to
PAAG for this same issue).
2. Methods
2.1. Experimental Site
Observations were conducted on a dairy farm in
Heber Valley, Utah (403104000N, 1112703600W,
Fig. 1), a sheltered alpine valley with mixed agricul-
tural and urban land cover, located &50 km
southeast of Salt Lake City. The Wasatch Mountains
and the Rhodes Plateau deﬁne the western and eastern
borders of the valley, respectively. Thom (1965)
describes the valley as roughly circular with an
approximate diameter of 16 km, surrounded by
several escarpment and canyons (see Fig. 1b). The
Provo River runs on the valley ﬂoor, from the
Jordanelle reservoir at the north end of the valley to
the Deer Creek reservoir at the southeastern end at an
elevation of 1652 m above sea level (asl). The
highest peaks surrounding the valley are
*3500 m asl and are located to the west and
southwest.
The main campaign operations were conducted
between January 7 and February 1, 2015, the time
when fog events are most likely to occur in northern
Utah (Hodges and Pu 2015). Snow covered the valley
ﬂoor for the duration of the experiment, although
substantial melt occurred near the end of the
campaign. The snow layer is a moisture source and
acts as an isolating layer between the soil and air,
thus limiting heat and mass transfer between the soil
and the atmosphere. Both the enhanced moisture
availability and the reduced heat transfer from the
warmer ground are expected to promote fog forma-
tion (Lareau et al. 2013). A detailed overview of the
campaign can be found in Gultepe et al. (2016)
(submitted to PAAG for this same issue). As shown
in Fig. 1a, there were two closely situated (600 m)
observational sites: one dedicated to detailed fog
observation (1708 m asl) and another focused on
Figure 1
a Aerial photograph capturing the Heber Valley site facing
northwest, taken on February 27, 2015. The locations of the main
sampling sites have been highlighted. Note that during the case
study (January 9, 2015) snow cover was present. Photo courtesy of
Derek Jensen and Tim Price. b Topographic map of the Heber
Valley. The contour interval is 25 m. The blue point with green
outline represents the main study area
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energy balance and turbulence measurements
(1696 m asl). The lower altitude site included a
28-m turbulence tower, an adjacent radiation ﬂux
divergence measurement tower (50 m south of the
turbulence tower), and ground heat ﬂux measure-
ments (100 m south of the turbulence tower). Due to
the strong spatiotemporal variability of fog in this
case study, small-scale ﬂow dynamics which can
trigger or inhibit fog formation (as will be discussed),
are slightly different between the two sites.
2.2. Instrumentation
At the fog observation site, a suite of instruments
was deployed to characterize fog properties, which
are discussed in detail in Gultepe et al. (2016)
(submitted to PAAG for this same issue). Brieﬂy, the
instrumentation included: (1) one Vaisala PWD22
present weather detector measuring visibility (uncer-
tainty of ±10 %), installed at 3.1 m above ground;
(2) one HMP155A temperature/relative humidity
sensor (Campbell Sci. Inc.) installed at 1.0 m above
ground with 1 Hz sampling rate and uncertainties of
±1.8 % in relative humidity and ±0.25 C in tem-
perature; (3) two Young ultrasonic anemometers (R.
M. Young Company) at 1.0 and 2.8 m above ground
with 20 Hz sampling rate, whose uncertainties are
±0.05 m s-1 in velocity components and ±2 C in
sonic temperatures; (4) one Met One Instruments Inc.
eight-channel particle counter (Model 212-2) with an
uncertainty of ±10 % at 3.85 m with 1 Hz sampling
rate; (5) two HDCAM (Micro-7) cameras pointing
two directions (125 and 155 from north) at 1.6 m
with one frame per min sampling rate. Fog particle
spectra measurements from a fog measuring device
(FMD) were not available during this case study.
The turbulence tower consisted of a 28-m mast
equipped with sonic anemometers and ﬁne-wire type
K thermocouples (75 lm diameter, uncertainty of
±0.07 C, Omega Engineering, Inc.) at ﬁve levels
(2.10, 3.99, 7.80, 14.55, 27.30 m) sampled at 20 Hz.
A CSAT3 sonic anemometer was deployed at the
7.80 m level with uncertainties of ±0.08 m s-1 in
horizontal velocity components and ±0.04 m s-1 in
vertical velocity components, while RM Young
ultrasonic anemometers where deployed at all other
levels. In the following ﬁgures and discussions, we
will use 2, 4, 8, 15, and 27 m to refer to these heights
for the sake of clarity. In addition, we also installed
HMP45C temperature and relative humidity sensors
at ten levels (0.94, 1.94, 2.62, 3.80, 5.89, 7.67, 10.05,
11.86, 14.27 and 27.1 m) with 1 Hz sampling rate.
One EC150 CO2/H2O open path gas analyzer
(Campbell Sci., Inc.) was deployed at 7.80 m above
ground level (agl) along with a PTB 110 barometer
(Vaisala, Inc.), with an accuracy of ±0.3 hPa. Both
sampled at 20 Hz. Finally, a LI-7500A CO2/H2O
open path gas analyzer (LiCOR, Inc.) was deployed
at 2.10 m with a sampling rate of 20 Hz. The tower
recorded data from January 1 to March 30, 2015. The
individual shortwave and longwave components of
the radiation balance were measured at frequency of
1/6 Hz with up- and down-facing pyranometers and
pyrgeometers (CMP21 with directional error less than
10 W m-2 and CGR4 with offset less than 4 W m-2,
Kipp & Zonen) mounted horizontally at*2 and 8 m
above ground on a 10-m radiation tower located south
of the main tower (Fig. 1a).
A 9 m3 DigiCORA tethered balloon system
(Vaisala, Inc.) was deployed to characterize the
shallow fog layer vertical structure during Intensive
Observation Periods (IOPs). The launching point was
about 50 m south of the fog observation site. During
nights without fog formation, proﬁles were obtained
up to 100-m. Each proﬁle vertical leg of a proﬁle took
*3–5 min, the balloon was then positioned at the top
of its path for 30 min before descending back to the
surface. During fog events, the tethered balloon
proﬁled continuously. A single Vaisala TS111 teth-
ersonde ﬁxed to the tether line approximately 5 m
below the balloon measured temperature, relative
humidity, pressure, wind speed and wind direction
with uncertainties of 0.5 C, 5 %, 1.5 hPa, 0.5 m s-1,
respectively. Data were collected at a sampling
frequency of 1 Hz. In addition to tethered balloon
soundings, untethered Radiosondes (DFM-09,
GRAW Radiosondes) were launched every 3 h
during IOPs, recording the temperature (error
\0.2 C), humidity (error\5 %), and wind (error
\0.2 m s-1) proﬁle up to about 10 km agl.
To study the spatiotemporal variations of surface
variables, six automatic weather stations were
deployed in the Heber Valley during the ﬁeld
campaign. Temperature, humidity, winds and
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pressure were measured at each station with the
sampling frequencies of 0.2, 0.2, 1, 1 Hz, respec-
tively. More details can be found in Bossche and
de Wekker (2016) (submitted to PAAG for this same
issue).
2.3. Data Processing
Turbulence data analysis used the Utah Turbu-
lence in Environmental Studies Processes and
analysis code (UTESpac, see Jensen et al. 2015).
More details on the turbulence ﬂux corrections and
quality control can be found in Jensen et al. (2015).
Most of the meteorological data have been averaged
over 5-min periods to remove noise, as well as to
capture the rapid fog dynamics and turbulent pro-
cesses. Visibility data from the PWD22 present
weather detector were averaged over 10-min. Particle
concentrations, surface radiative ﬂuxes, and the data
from automatic weather stations have been averaged
over 1-min periods to capture small-scale dynamics.
Wavelet analysis was used to study the internal
gravity waves. It is a common and powerful multi-
scale tool often used for determining the dominant
modes of variability in environmental time series
without suffering from the limitations of the (more
traditional) windowed Fourier transform (Torrence
and Compo 1998). Wavelet transforms have been
applied in the past to analyze turbulence and wave
structures in atmospheric ﬂows (Rees et al. 2001;
Viana et al. 2009; Roma´n-Casco´n et al. 2015a,
2015b). In this study, we use this method to identify
the signature of atmospheric waves throughout the
fog event. The Morlet wavelet, which is a nonorthog-
onal and complex wavelet basis function with a plane
wave modulated Gaussian function, is adopted in this
work. A detailed description of this method can be
found in Torrence and Compo (1998) and Gultepe
et al. (2000).
2.4. Satellite-Based Fog Retrievals
To detect fog for the period of interest over the
United States Great Basin region, imagery data from
the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel-
lite (GOES)-15 infrared (IR) channels were
combined. GOES-15 imager datasets were obtained
from the Comprehensive Large Array-data Steward-
ship System (CLASS, available online at http://www.
class.ncdc.noaa.gov/) and a fog product image was
generated by the Man computer Interactive Data
Access System (McIDAS)-X program that performs a
differencing operation in which shortwave infrared
(SWIR) radiance (channel 2, 3.9 lm wavelength)
brightness temperature is subtracted from the infrared
radiance (IR) (channel 4, 10.7 lm) brightness tem-
perature. The resulting quantity of this operation is
referred to as the brightness temperature difference
(BTD, see Ellrod and Gultepe 2007) with a horizontal
resolution of 4 km. Note that the effect of shortwave
radiance on SWIR black body temperature was not
included in the analysis, which might result in an
overestimation of SWIR temperature. In addition,
retrievals cannot easily distinguish clouds that may
result in low ceilings and/or reduced surface visibility
from higher-based stratus, stratocumulus, and alto-
stratus. Manual observations on January 9, 2015
indicated that there were few higher-based stratus
clouds during most of the study period, however,
some cirrus clouds were observed during the period.
The McIDAS fog detection program generates output
ﬁles in both AREA and netCDF format.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Overview of the Fog Event
This paper presents a case study of a single fog event
that occurredon January9, 2015, from0720 to0900MST
(Fig. 2a). This analysis focuses on a patchy, shallow and
relatively short-duration fog episode that is typical of
what is regularly observed in the Heber Valley during
winter. During the 1-month ﬁeld campaign, fog events
were reported on eight different days. All events were
short-duration and shallow fogs similar the one analyzed
in this study, except the event on January 16, 2015,which
was a dense and deep ice fog (Gultepe et al. 2016
submitted to PAAG for the same issue).
3.1.1 Synoptic Conditions
On January 9, 2015, a long wave ridge spanning from
Oregon to Texas at 500 hPa provided warm air
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advection into northern Utah at upper levels. Clear
skies and calm winds were observed at 0800 MST
based on Weather Prediction Center (WPC) surface
analysis from NOAA (http://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.
gov/). More details on the synoptic conditions can
be found in Pu et al. (2016) (submitted to PAAG for
this same issue).
The 0813 MST radiosonde proﬁles (Fig. 3) show
a 100-m deep cold-air pool layer characterized by
near-saturated relative humidity and calm winds
(\0.5 m s-1). The cold-air pool is capped by a strong
temperature inversion, with a vertical gradient of
11.3 C km-1 between 100 and 500 m agl. RH drops
rapidly from 95 to 65 % between 100 and 500 m, and
wind speed reaches a local maximum of 5 m s-1 at
about 300 m agl. Between 500 and 1100 m, there is a
weaklier stable layer with little change in RH and
winds. Immediately above the average ridge-top level
to 1200 m agl, a strong 150 m temperature inversion
layer is observed. In this layer, RH decreased
dramatically from 50 to 25 %, and wind speed
remained 1 m s-1 in this layer. This 100 m-depth
layer disconnects the ﬂows above and below the ridge
top. Above this layer, dry adiabatic ﬂow can be
observed above 1200 m. RH remains relatively dry at
25 %, and wind speed starts to increase to almost
10 m s-1, which is inﬂuenced by the synoptic forces.
3.1.2 Visibility, Relative Humidity, and Particle
Concentration
Here, we deﬁne fog as when visibility drops below
1000 m, as recommended by NOAA (2005). During
the event, fog formed in a cyclic pattern, as indicated
by the three clear oscillations in visibility in Fig. 2a.
Based on an inspection of time lapse photographs, the
average depth of the fog layer was estimated to be
about 30 m at the turbulence tower and about 5–15 m
at the fog observation site (12 m higher up the slope),





Time series of relevant variables at the fog observation site on January 9, 2015. a Visibility obtained from the PWD22 present weather sensor.
The black dashed line represents a visibility of 1000 m. Letters (a–f) in the ﬁgure indicate the timestamps of photographs from the fog
observation site presented in the left column of Fig. 3. Shaded areas represent the periods when the visibility is less than 1000 m. b RHw and
RHi are relative humidity with respect to water and ice, respectively, at the same location. c Particle concentrations
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Relative humidity with respect to ice (RHi) is used
in this work to study the potential of ice fog occurrence
(Gultepe et al. 2003). When RHi[ 100 %, it indicates
that ice fog can be formed. In this study, we follow
Eq (1) to (4) of Gultepe et al. (2014) to calculate RHi.
From Fig. 2b, we can see that relative humidity with
respect to water vapor (RHw) was constantly greater
than 95 % from 0400 to 0810 MST, which indicates
that the air was saturated if we consider the uncertainty
of relative humidity sensors (*5 % for RH from 90 to
100 % at -10 C from personal communication with
Dr. Sasha Ivans from Campbell Sci. Inc.). Meanwhile,
RHi was greater than 100 % before and during the fog
event. This is a necessary but not sufﬁcient condition
for the formation of ice fog—for instance, sufﬁcient ice
condensation nuclei also have to be present. When ice
fog occurs, the ice crystals have typical sizes between
10 and 200 lm with fall speeds similar to 10 lm
droplets (Gultepe et al. 2014). Unfortunately, these
variables were not measured during this event because
of instrumental issues. Nonetheless, it is worth noting
that during the experimental period, deposited ice
crystals were observed on the tethersonde balloon and
other surfaces, which could indicate deposition of ice
fog. Both RHw and RHi started to decrease after 0810
MST with increasing temperature.
To better understand the nature of fog particles,
we present the evolution of the particle size distri-
bution. For clarity, seven size bins are aggregated
into two intervals: small particles, which are the
cloud condensation nuclei (particles with diameters
of 0.3–1.0 lm), and larger particles, which are the
fog droplets with diameters of 1.0–10.0 lm. Fig-
ure 2c shows a very clear anti-correlation between
cloud condensation nuclei particles and fog particles.
In essence, during the fog episodes, water vapor
condenses on the cloud condensation nuclei and
quickly grows to form the fog droplets. This result is
consistent with the observations that have been
reported in the literature (Ahrens 2012).
3.1.3 Net Radiation
Some of the most essential variables in studying
radiation fog are the surface radiative ﬂuxes, which
not only directly inﬂuence the temperature structure
and droplet growth (Mason 1982; Gultepe et al. 2016
submitted to PAAG for this same issue), but also
indirectly affect energy transfer by initializing the
vertical heat ﬂux. Figure 4a shows that the net
radiation remains constant at about -45 Wm-2
during the nighttime period, and only small changes
are seen during the shallow fog event. This constant
surface radiative cooling is the most frequent cause of
the development of a nocturnal stable boundary layer
under clear-sky conditions (Mahrt 2013). Meanwhile,
it also promotes fog formation by decreasing air
temperatures close to the ground. A detailed look at
the incoming longwave radiative ﬂuxes (Fig. 4b)
shows an increase as fog particles (water droplets
and/or ice crystals) are introduced in the near-surface
air layer. The small variations in longwave incoming
radiation correspond well with the changes in fog
density and visibility seen in Fig. 5. In Heber Valley,
astronomical sunrise on January 9, 2015 occurred at
0748 MST. Net radiation became positive at 0835
MST, leading to increasing temperatures, decreasing





Observations from a radiosonde launched at 0813 MST: a air
temperature; b relative humidity; c wind speed; d wind direction.
The black dashed line represents the average ridge-top level
(1100 m agl) surrounding the Heber Valley basin
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3.1.4 Photographs and Satellite Imagery
The oscillations in visibility reported in Fig. 2a were
observed at both sites in photographs taken during the
period 0720–0900 MST (Fig. 5). Although the local
fog behavior at both sites is correlated, there are
differences in the timing and amplitude of oscilla-
tions. This is a result of the spatial separation and
terrain differences at the two sites. In addition to
variations in fog densities occurring over short
distances (&600 m), spatial variability was substan-
tial over larger scales during valley fog events.
Figure 6 illustrates this larger scale variability using
satellite imagery of brightness temperature difference
(BTD) in the region of interest. The satellite retrievals
demonstrate that Heber Valley was occupied by
several patches of shallow fog (indicated by BTD
[1.0 K), and that this spatial pattern was also
observed in other mountain valleys of the area. In
addition, fog became thicker and higher after 0800
MST. This is the result of the convective mixing
generated by both surface heating and radiative




Time series at 2 m agl of a net shortwave radiation (RnetSW), net longwave radiation (RnetLW) and net radiation (Rn); b incoming (LWin) and
outgoing (LWout) longwave radiation. The shaded area represents the fog event at the turbulence tower site. The astronomical sunrise time is
0748 MST
cFigure 5
Photographs taken during the fog event on January 9, 2015. The left
column shows images collected at the fog observation, with the
ﬁeld of view pointing northwest, while the right column shows
images from the turbulence tower site, with the ﬁeld of view
pointing north. a Fog starts forming in the background; b fog
reaches the sites; c fog leaves the site/dissipates for the ﬁrst time;
d fog reaches the site for the second time; e fog leaves the site/
dissipate for the second time; f fog comes back at its thickest. Both
sites have similar fog oscillations. However, the initialization and
dissipation of each oscillation are slightly different between the two
sites due to the fact that they are separated horizontally by 600 m
and vertically by 15 m
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3.2. Flow Dynamics and Impact on Fog Evolution
Accurate prediction of valley fog formation
requires a sufﬁcient understanding of the nocturnal
boundary layer. In this section, we examine the
impacts of nighttime ﬂow dynamics over mountain-
ous terrain on fog evolution.
3.2.1 Temperature Proﬁles
Temperature is considered the main factor that has
direct inﬂuence on fog by controlling the growth of
water droplets. Figure 7a shows a contour plot of air
temperatures (2.1–27.3 m) from the turbulence tower.
Four ﬁne-wire temperature sensors are used to show
the vertical structure of air temperature. Before the
fog event (0400–0700 MST), near-surface air tem-
peratures decreased steadily with a cooling rate of
0.5 C h-1 due to radiative losses. Meanwhile,
Fig. 7b shows the surface inversion with a vertical
temperature gradient of*0.1–0.2 C m-1 before and
throughout the fog event (0500, 0700, 0740 MST in
the ﬁgure). After 0835 MST, when net radiation
changed sign (see Fig. 4a), near-surface temperatures
increased rapidly, and a convective near-surface layer
developed. The rapid warming was not only conﬁned
to the near-surface layers, but to the stably stratiﬁed
layer above too, due to absorption of shortwave
radiation by the fog particles. Some 30 min later
(0900 MST), a near-neutral stratiﬁcation had devel-
oped and the fog had fully disappeared.
In addition, we observed rapid temperature drops
at a rate of &0.1 C min-1 at 0500, 0535, and 0650
MST within the bottom 10-m atmospheric layer.
These are caused by cold-air advection from nearby
mountain circulations, possibly inducing sloshing of
cold pool air, as will be discussed in Sect. 3.2.2.
3.2.2 Mean Wind, Drainage Flows, and Cold-Air
Advection
Cold-air pools are often observed in the mountainous
valleys due to topographic depressions with cold air
cooled by near-surface longwave radiation loss,
which leads to air stagnation (calm winds) and
strongly stratiﬁed layers (Lareau et al. 2013, temper-
ature inversions) that inhibit transport (Whiteman
et al. 2001; Lareau et al. 2013). In this study case, a
cold-air pool with a depth of 50–100 m was observed
throughout the night. The measurements display
extremely low wind speeds before and during the
fog episode with an average value of 0.43 m s-1 in
the lowest 27 m agl. Figure 8 shows tethered balloon
Figure 6
Satellite imagery at 0700 MST from GOES-15 on January 9, 2015. When the brightness temperature difference (BTD)[1 K, it indicates fog.
BTD here is calculated by T4–T2, where T2 is the GOES-15 SWIR band at 3.9 lm wavelength and T4 is the GOES-15 LWIR band at 10.7 lm.
The green circle indicates the location of the fog observation site in the Heber Valley. Elevation contours are displayed in black in the
background. Black bold line roughly represents the Heber Valley
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proﬁles 2 h before (0510 MST), right before (0709),
during (0741 MST), and after (0924 MST) the fog
event. The potential temperature proﬁle was stably
stratiﬁed at 0709 MST with the coldest potential
temperatures in the bottom 40 m and a vertical
gradient of 0.13 C m-1. At 0510, 0741, and 0925
MST, the cold-air pool had similar behavior, but with
weaker inversion strength. From Fig. 8b, we can see
that the wind speeds were lower than &1 m s-1
inside the cold-air pool during the period of interest,
which is consistent with the radiosonde proﬁle
(Fig. 3).
Figure 9 shows a time series of wind speed
(Fig. 9a) and wind direction (Fig. 9b) for a 27-m
layer above the surface. Winds greater than 0.5 m s-1
tend to show consistent wind directions across certain
heights. For instance, winds uniformly came from N
(&10) at 0420; from NE (&45) at 0530; from W
(&270) at 0550; from S (&180) at 0700 MST. The
data indicate that this is a signature of drainage ﬂows
coming from the mountain slopes surrounding the
ﬁeld site or cold-air pool sloshing.
A sudden spike in turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE ¼ 1
2
u02 þ v02 þ w02
 
, where u0, v0, and w0 are
Figure 7
a Contour plot of air temperatures at the turbulence tower site. Four levels (2.1, 4.0, 7.8, 27.3 m) of ﬁne-wire thermocouples were utilized to
generate this plot. The black vertical dashed lines represent the start and end of the fog event. Black dash-dot lines represent the proﬁles
showing in (b); b Temperature proﬁles from the same measurements at four different stages (i.e., 0500 MST: 2-h before fog formation; 0700
MST: right before fog formation; 0740 MST: early stage of fog event; 0850 MST: late stag of fog event). Legend is in MST




a Potential temperature and b wind speed proﬁles from tethered balloon data launched during four different time periods. Time is in MST
Figure 9
a Contour plot of wind speed and b time series of wind direction at ﬁve different levels of the turbulence tower. Shaded area represents the fog
event
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the along-wind, crosswind, and vertical velocity
perturbations from the 5-min block mean) started at
0610 MST, peaked at 0620 MST, and stopped at
about 0635 MST (Fig. 10e). The TKE spike was
dominated by along-wind velocity ﬂuctuations (i.e.,
u0, not shown). We hypothesize that this rapid
increase in TKE is caused by the collision of
drainage ﬂows and sloshing of the cold-air pool.
Figure 10a–d shows wind vectors and temperatures
from ﬁve automatic weather stations and the turbu-
lence tower at 0609, 0613, 0618, and 0634 MST. At
0609 MST, calm winds were observed at all stations.
As indicated in Fig. 10a, temperatures were stratiﬁed
in the lowest 28 m. Figure 10b clearly shows that
winds were coming from three different directions
(i.e., N, NW, and E). Slightly stronger winds from
north to northwest were caused by drainage ﬂows
from the two canyons on the NW and NE sides of the
turbulence tower site (see Fig. 1b). The weak easterly
ﬂow was caused by the sloshing of the cold-air pool.
Consequently, these three ﬂows met at the bottom of
the valley (i.e., near the turbulence tower site) and
initialized the collision. At 0618 MST, when TKE
reached its peak, the ﬂows were signiﬁcantly affected
by the strong local shear instability generated by the
collision, which led to a clockwise eddy with a scale
of several kilometers in the valley (Fig. 10c). Finally,
after dissipation of the TKE spike, calm winds were
observed at 0634 MST (Fig. 10d). We speculate that
the collision of these drainage ﬂows and the cold-air
pool sloshing on the valley ﬂoor produced a hori-
zontal (not aligned with gravity) shear instability
resulting in turbulence and exciting gravity waves to
due vertical displacement of streamlines (see e.g.,
Sun et al. 2015). The collision is accompanied by a
coherent change in the sign of the sensible heat ﬂux
(see Fig. 13). Prior to the peak in TKE the heat ﬂux is
negative; at the peak the ﬂux is positive, and then
following the peak the ﬂux is negative again.
Alternatively, the spike in TKE could have been
produced through vertical shear instability (e.g.,
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability) at the interface
between the cold-air pool and the ﬂow above (e.g.,
Monti et al. 2002). However, given the nearly calm
conditions (bulk Richardson number is constantly
greater than 100 during the night) through the lowest
100 m of the cold pool, we expect that this is less
likely.
If turbulent mixing of air masses can trigger fog
formation, cold-air advection by drainage ﬂows
appears to have the same effect. We see that fog
forms at 0720 MST right after a short pulse of cold
air (bottom 10 m on Fig. 9a) from the south reaches
the site, which decreased the air temperature at lower
levels (see Figs. 7a, 11).
As a complementary approach to better under-
stand the effect of drainage ﬂows and cold-air
advection (via cold pool sloshing), we present
5-min averaged time series of air temperatures at





a–d Wind vectors and temperature from ﬁve automatic weather
stations and the turbulence tower (indicated in a by red arrow) at
four different times; e Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at ﬁve
levels. TKE data have been averaged over 5-min intervals to
resolve the rapid change by oscillations. Shaded area represents the
fog event
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(Fig. 11), and focus on three major oscillations (box
[i], [ii], and [iii]). Box [i] shows that the oscillation at
all levels displays similar phases and amplitudes with
ﬂuctuations in temperatures of &0.6–0.8 C. These
amplitudes are similar to those previously reported in
other studies from the action of internal gravity
waves (e.g., &1 C in Duynkerke 1991). Tempera-
tures decreased at 0455 MST and immediately
increased. Wind data indicate that there was a
northwesterly drainage ﬂow (Fig. 9) which advected
cold air to the turbulence tower site. Meanwhile, the
original air mass was lifted. After the drainage ﬂow
passed the site, the (relatively) warm air aloft
descended to the surface. The whole process caused
the temperature oscillation shown in box [i]. The
temperatures in box [ii] correspond to the TKE spike
described above. Strong temperature ﬂuctuations are
evident at all levels. However, the temperature trend
at 27 m was opposite the trend at the lower three
levels. This can be explained by two simultaneous
mechanisms. For the ﬁrst mechanism, the air mass
near the surface was vertically displaced by a
relatively colder drainage ﬂow coming from north
(Fig. 10b). During this process the temperature at the
lower three levels decreased. The vertically lifted air
mass then returned to its equilibrium position and the
temperatures near the surface rose in response. For
the second mechanism, the upper level (27 m) was
inﬂuenced by the horizontal warm air advection
caused by the collision. Moreover, the temperature
oscillations within the bottom 8-m continued until
0650 MST, which was a result of the internal gravity
wave generated by vertical displacement. However,
the oscillation at 27 m was damped right after the
peak temperature (at 0615 MST). In box [iii], the
temperature decreased at lower layers (i.e., 2, 4, and
8 m) and increases at upper layer (i.e., 27 m), which
is similar to what was observed in box [ii]. Recall that
there was southerly cold-air advection at 0700 MST.
The depth of this layer was about 10 m (based on
Figs. 7a, 9a). The temperature rise at 27 m was
probably caused by the warm-air advection coming
from west.
3.2.3 Internal Gravity Waves
Drainage ﬂows not only bring cold air into the
valleys, but also can trigger internal gravity waves
(Porch et al. 1991; Viana et al. 2010; Udina et al.
2013) under stable conditions. During the study
periods, several oscillations in visibility, wind speed
and TKE with time periods of about 10–20 min are
reported in Figs. 2a, 9a, 10e. We believe that they are
all connected to internal gravity waves (IGW). In this
section, we discuss the presence of IGW in more
details along with its impact on fog evolution.
To show the basic characteristics of IGW in this
case, Fig. 12a presents ﬁltered surface pressure (dP)
using a high-pass Butterworth ﬁlter (removing peri-
ods larger than 45 min) at 8 m agl. Clear oscillations
can be observed during this time period with an
amplitude of about 0.05 hPa, similar in magnitude to
pressure oscillations observed in other studies such as
the Boundary Layer Late Afternoon and Sunset
Turbulence (BLLAST) ﬁeld campaign (Roma´n-
Casco´n et al. 2015a). Figure 12b shows the strongest
energy signal for periods of 10–20 min from 0400 to
0600 MST and from 0630 to 0700 MST, which are
indicative of IGW. Additional evidence of the
presence of IGW are peaks in the power spectra of
temperature and vertical velocity ﬂuctuations at
frequencies of 10-3 - 4 9 10-3 Hz, corresponding
to time periods of 4–16 min (Fig. 12c–d, see also
Meillier et al. 2008).
One signiﬁcant feature of IGW is its impact on
vertical heat transport. To study this, we show a
Figure 11
Air temperature at four different heights measured by thermocou-
ples at the turbulence tower site. The data have been averaged over
5-min intervals to resolve the rapid change by oscillations. The
shaded area represents the fog event. Three rectangular boxes (i, ii,
iii) represent three oscillation
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contour plot of w0h0 interpolated from four vertical
measurement levels (Fig. 13). A positive–negative
oscillation of the kinematic heat ﬂux is clearly noted,
in particular during the TKE spike (from 0610 to
0635 MST). Evidence of oscillations in the kinematic
heat ﬂux was observed at 0430, 0620 and 0745 MST.
Besides the one at 0620 MST, the other two were
dominated by higher level (above 30 m) ﬂow
processes. We hypothesize that these oscillations
were due to the existence of internal gravity waves
generated by mountains.
To better understand the impact of IGW on the
fog process, air temperatures at the fog observation
site are presented in Fig. 14. During the foggy period
(0720–0900 MST), temperature oscillations were
well aligned with visibility oscillations. As discussed
earlier, temperature oscillations are directly inﬂu-
enced by internal gravity waves due to the vertical
displacements of air masses. In conclusion, good
correlations between temperature and visibility indi-
cate that the internal gravity waves have a signiﬁcant
impact on fog processes by modulating the near-
surface air temperature in our study case.
4. Summary and Discussion
Figure 15 shows a conceptual ﬁgure of the ﬂow
dynamics in the valley and its impact on fog
Figure 12
a Filtered surface pressure (dP) from 0400 to 0900 MST; b wavelet transform analysis of dP from 0400 to 0900 MST; c, d power spectra of
temperature ﬂuctuation (T0) and vertical velocity ﬂuctuation (w0) from 0400 to 0900 MST
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evolution. The sequence of events occurring during
the January 9 fog event may be summarized as
follows:
• 0440–0510 MST: internal gravity waves were
observed in the valley, possibly generated by the
surrounding topography and vertical displacements
caused by downslope drainage ﬂow interactions.
Indeed, a noticeable energy peak with a 20-min
period can be observed from wavelet analysis
based on dP (Fig. 11a).
• 0530 MST: a drainage ﬂow comes from the north
(*20).
• 0550 MST: another drainage ﬂow comes from the
west (*270).
• 0600 MST: a collision between drainage ﬂows and
cold-air pool sloshing causes strong local shear
instability, which leads to a sudden increase in
TKE at 0620 MST.
• 0700 MST: southerly advection brings a cooler air
mass to the measurement site, which triggers fog
formation by lowering the temperature rapidly.
• 0720 MST: fog forms at both the fog observation
site and turbulence tower site.
• 0720–0900 MST: fog (visibility) oscillates due to
the impact of IGW on temperature and surface
pressure (Fig. 14). At about 0800 MST, the air
temperature starts to increase via solar insolation.
A convective mixing layer was built by both
Figure 13
Contour plot of vertical heat ﬂux at turbulence tower site. Data was averaged over 5 min
Figure 14
Air temperatures at the fog observation site at two levels. Shaded
areas represent the periods when the visibility is less than 1000 m
(i.e., fog)
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surface heating from below and radiative cooling at
the fog top. This mixing seems to promote fog
development by increasing the fog depth (Fig. 5f).
• 0900 MST: fog dissipates as a result of increasing
temperature, which were caused by both surface
heating and heat absorption by the fog particles
from solar radiation.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is one of
the few observational studies focusing on detailed
explanations of the impact of ﬂow dynamics on very
shallow and short-duration valley fog. With the help
of intensive turbulence measurements covering the
near-surface layer, this work shows that mountain
circulations play a critical role in the formation and
development of shallow valley fog by modulating
temperature and moisture ﬁelds through katabatic
ﬂow interactions and gravity waves. In particular,
internal gravity waves modulate fog processes by
varying the near-surface temperature. Our study
revealed that drainage ﬂows and cold-air pool
sloshing can trigger fog formation. Hence, to accu-
rately predict valley fog, numerical weather
prediction models need to capture these small-scale
mountain circulations, which is not a trivial task
given their coarse resolution.
This case study revealed that to fully capture the
complexity of fog formation in mountain terrain, a
number of experimental set up limitations must be
overcome. Future experiments should better charac-
terize internal gravity waves using multiple
microbarometers distributed in space. In addition, to
better estimate the fog depth and spatial variability
lidars should be deployed above the fog layer, scan-
ning downward. Furthermore, to study the
complexity of valley circulations, a large distributed
array of automatic weather stations (with 2D sonics
capable of capturing extremely weak winds) should
be deployed throughout the valley.
5. Conclusions
This work presents a case study of a typical early
morning, short-lived, patchy, mountain valley fog
event, including how the fog is modulated by
Figure 15
Conceptual ﬁgure of ﬂow dynamics in the Heber valley on January 9, 2015
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interactions with turbulence, wavelike motions and
mountain circulations. The analysis is based on an
intensive observation period carried out on January 9,
2015 in Heber Valley (Utah, USA), as part of the
MATERHORN-Fog project.
Although visibility dropped at least ten times
between 0400 and sunrise, there were three periods
when visibility was less than 1 km, lasting, respec-
tively, 19, 16 and 37 min. RHw was consistently
greater than 95 % until the start of the third fog
episode, and then dropped to 90 % when the last fog
episode dissipated. RHi was greater than 100 % most
of the time before 0900 MST, a possible indication of
the occurrence of ice fog. An analysis of fog particle
size distribution during the fog event revealed that the
fog particles (sizes from 1.0 to 10.0 lm) were formed
rapidly via water vapor condensation on cloud nuclei
(sizes from 0.3 to 1.0 lm).
The net radiation ﬂux remained constant at
-45 W m-2 during the early morning period prior to
sunrise, indicative of signiﬁcant radiative cooling.
The associated air temperature cooling rate was
0.5 C h-1. This cooling sustained a cold-air pool of
&50–100 m agl that was present throughout the
night with a stable vertical potential temperature
gradient of about 0.13 C m-1 and extremely light
wind speeds (mostly \0.5 m s-1). As soon as fog
formed, temperatures in the shallow fog layer
homogenized via convective mixing caused by
radiative cooling (sinking cold air) at the fog top and
surface heating (rising warm air), which promoted the
fog development.
Several mountain circulations were observed,
mostly originating from three directions (N, W, and
S) before 0700 MST. We showed evidence that some
of these drainage ﬂows and the ﬂow generated by
cold-air pool sloshing collided, leading to strong
horizontal shear instabilities and a TKE spike domi-
nated by horizontal velocity ﬂuctuations at 0620
MST. Drainage ﬂows also triggered internal gravity
waves near the surface. At 0700 MST, cold-air
advection from the south triggered the start of the ﬁrst
fog episode.
Internal gravity waves also played a role in
modulating the fog. Oscillating surface pressure and
air temperature periodically forced the fog to form
and dissipate during the fog period (0720–0900
MST). From wavelet analysis, oscillations with time
periods of 15–20 min were noted throughout the
whole night. The dominant time period of tempera-
ture and vertical velocity ﬂuctuations was about
14 min. The mechanisms of temperature oscillations
were various. They were the results of internal
gravity waves, overturning vertical motions, down-
slope drainage ﬂows, or the combination of these
processes.
In summary, it is intuitive to state that the inter-
action of fog and turbulence in the stably stratiﬁed
nocturnal boundary layer are extremely complicated,
and even more so over complex terrain. Even though
this case study was unable to make ﬁrm conclusive
statements, it provides a detailed (yet partial)
description of some of the connections between fog
and ﬂow dynamics over complex terrain.
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VARIANCE BUDGET FOR UNSTABLE
ATMOSPHERIC FLOWS
Over the past decades, researchers have made significant progress toward a
fundamental understanding of the budgets of turbulence variables over flat and
homogeneous terrain, and only more recently over complex terrain. However,
temperature variance budgets, which are parameterized in most meteorological
models, are still poorly understood even under relatively idealized conditions. In
this chapter, we rely on near-surface turbulence observations collected as part of
the Mountain Terrain Atmospheric Modeling and Observations (MATERHORN)
program. Daytime observations collected in May 2013 in western Utah at three
field sites subjected to similar large-scale forcing are analyzed: a desert playa (i.e.,
dry lakebed), characterized by a flat surface devoid of vegetation; a vegetated site,
characterized by a flat valley floor covered with greasewood vegetation; and a
slope site with a local slope angle of 2-4◦ and covered by 1-m tall sparse desert
steppe vegetation.
4.1 Introduction
The study of turbulence variance characteristics in the atmospheric boundary
layer (ABL) is one of the key topics in fluid dynamics and numerical weather
prediction (e.g., Abdella & McFarlane, 1997; Antonia et al., 1983; Asanuma &
Brutsaert, 1999; Bradley et al., 1981; Caughey & Wyngaard, 1979; Mironov & Sul-
livan, 2016; Nadeau et al., 2011; Nilsson et al., 2016; Otic´ et al., 2005; Sempreviva
& Højstrup, 1998; Shaw et al., 2001; Wyngaard & Cote´, 1971;). The variance of
velocity perturbations and the associated turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) has re-
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ceived considerable attention (Caughey & Wyngaard, 1979; Frenzen & Vogel, 1992;
Nadeau et al., 2011). However, only a few studies have looked at the potential tem-
perature variance budget (PTVB) under relatively idealized conditions, by means
of field observations (Bradley et al., 1981; Champagne et al., 1977; Lee, 2009; Li
et al., 2015; Shaw et al., 2001; Wyngaard & Cote´, 1971), laboratory experiments
(Antonia et al., 1983; Zhou & Antonia, 2000), and numerical simulations, most of
which have used large-eddy simulations (LES) (Abdella & McFarlane, 1997; Mason
& Derbyshire, 1990; Mironov & Sullivan, 2016).
The PTV budget indicates how turbulent thermal energy evolves and is dis-
tributed in the flow. In the atmosphere, various terms of the budget must be
parametrized and included in turbulence closure models implemented in numer-
ical weather prediction models (Mellor & Yamada, 1974). Moreover, temperature
variance can also be used to estimate turbulent fluxes by means of flux-variance
relationships (e.g., Albertson et al., 1995; Asanuma & Brutsaert, 1999; Detto et
al., 2008; Katul et al., 1995; Kiely et al., 1996). However, these applications are
limited by a lack of fundamental understanding of the potential temperature vari-
ance under certain situations. For instance, the applicability of the flux-variance
method is questionable over complex terrain since Monin-Obukhov similarity the-
ory (MOST) was derived assuming homogeneous and flat surfaces (Asanuma &
Brutsaert, 1999; Kroon & de Bruin, 1995; Lloyd et al., 1991; Nadeau et al., 2013).
It is, therefore, not a surprise to note that past studies on the PTV budget have
almost exclusively focused on flat and uniform surfaces. These include Bradley
et al., (1981), who analyzed turbulence characteristics over a uniform ≈0.12-m tall
wheat field; Champagne et al., (1977); Kaimal et al., (1976), whose field site had a
uniform roughness at the kilometer scale; Kiely et al., (1996), who analyzed flow
over smooth uniform bare soil and crusted sand surfaces; and Shaw et al., (2001),
whose surface of interest was composed of find-grained sediments with a small
roughness. Even across these flat and homogeneous surfaces, the temperature
variance budget can exhibit significant variability. In addition, only a few studies
have considered non-ideal surfaces, such as sparse and open canopies (Lee, 2009),
lakes (Li et al., 2015) and oceans (Edson & Fairall, 1998). Also, to the best of our
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knowledge, there have not been any studies investigating temperature variance
at a slope site. It is desirable to have more observations over different surfaces
to better understand the turbulence characteristics over realistic terrain. To avoid
additional complexity associated with the transition periods and stable boundary
layers, this work focuses on the potential temperature variance budget (PTVB)
during convective periods over contrasting surfaces.
4.2 Theoretical Background
The temperature variance over flat terrain is typically scaled using MOST, such














In Eq. (4.2), wθ is the vertical turbulent kinematic heat flux, u∗ is the friction ve-
locity, C2 is a constant previously found to be 0.92 (Monji, 1972) or 0.95 (Wyngaard
et al., 1972) under unstable stratification, z is the height above ground level, and L
is the Obukhov length, written as:
L = −u∗3Θ0/(κg(wθ)), (4.3)
where Θ0 is the potential temperature at the surface level (2–m level here), κ is the
von Ka´rma´n constant, which is taken as 0.4 (Obukhov, 1946), and g is the gravi-
tational acceleration. Despite the fact that Wyngaard & Cote´ (1972) have shown
that Eq. (4.1) works well under convective periods, a comparison of scaled θ2 over
different surfaces, in particular over non-flat surfaces, has not been conducted.
The prognostic equation for the potential temperature variance budget may be



























where t is time, Uj is the mean wind component in the j-direction; uj is the wind
fluctuation in the j-direction; Θ is the potential temperature, α is thermal diffusiv-
ity, and CP is the specific heat at constant pressure. Here, overbars are used for
time averaging, eθ is the molecular dissipation of θ2, e is the molecular dissipation
of turbulent kinetic energy, and eR is the radiation destruction.
In Eq. 4.4, term I is the local storage of θ2. During unstable (i.e., mostly daytime)
and stable (i.e., mostly nighttime) periods, this term is negligible compared to the
dominant terms, such as production (term III) and dissipation (term V). Under
steady-state conditions, this term can be neglected (e.g., Panofsky & Dutton, 1984).
Term II is the advection of potential temperature variance by the mean wind.
This term can be neglected under the assumptions of horizontal homogeneity and
weak subsidence (e.g., Deardorff, 1961).
Terms III and V, respectively, represent the production of θ2 due to the interac-
tion of the heat flux and the mean temperature gradient, as well as the molec-
ular dissipation rate of θ2, and are typically considered the dominant terms of
Eq. (4.4) throughout the whole diurnal cycle. They have been the focus of most
previous studies on the potential temperature variance budget (e.g., Antonia et
al., 1980; Champagne et al., 1977; Monji, 1972; Shaw et al., 2001; Wyngaard &
Cote´, 1971, etc.). In second-order turbulence closure models, a perfect balance
between these two terms is assumed to compute θ2 (Mellor & Yamada, 1974).
In practice, these two terms are rarely equal in magnitude, hence, it is common
to look at the ratio of production to dissipation, also called the imbalance ratio.
As a summary, Table 4.1 reports the imbalance ratios along with surface covers
and stability conditions from a few previous studies. The imbalance ratio ranges
from 0.75 (i.e., the dissipation dominates the budget), to 1.83 (i.e., the production
dominates the budget). In their studies over plowed surfaces, Antonia et al., (1979)
and Champagne et al., (1977) found that the imbalance ratio did not have any
correlation with atmospheric stability. Bradley et al., (1981) and Kiely et al., (1996)
reported higher values of the imbalance ratio under unstable conditions and the
balance between production and dissipation of θ2 under near-neutral conditions











































































































































































































































explored possible reasons for the imbalance other than stability conditions, such as
the need to include the radiation destruction term (term VI in Eq. (4.4)), the local
storage, or even advection effects, but their analysis was inconclusive.
Term IV represents the turbulent transport of θ2. This term has been neglected
by most previous studies. Both Bradley et al., (1981) and Wyngaard & Cote´ (1971)
found that this term was one order of magnitude smaller than the production term.
However, Bradley et al. (1981) also found that the transport term was independent
of stability conditions, which contradicts the finding of Wyngaard & Cote´ (1971),
that the turbulent transport term is a sink term under unstable conditions and a
source term under stable conditions. Sempreviva & Højstrup (1998) found turbu-
lent transport processes to be small compared to production of θ2 under convective
conditions, while under near-neutral conditions, turbulent transport was more
important. The relative strength of the transport term is certainly unclear under
different stability conditions and over different surfaces.
Term VI in Eq. (4.4) is the radiation destruction term that tends to decrease θ2
over small length scales, i.e., the effect of radiation is greater in the high-frequency
end of the θ2 spectrum (Plate, 1971). In addition to being extremely difficult to
measure in the field, this term is typically one to two order of magnitude smaller
than the molecular dissipation term (Coantic & Simonin, 1984). Hence, this process
is neglected in most of the PTVB studies (Ho¨gstro¨m, 1990; Lumley & Panofsky,
1964; Wyngaard & Cote´ 1971), including here.
Term VII represents conductive diffusion of potential temperature variance,
which is expected to be small compared with the production term (Antonia et al.,
1980).
Finally, term VIII is the dissipation of kinetic energy into heat. Plate (1971)
argued that this term is negligible due to the fact that the high-frequency end of
the momentum spectrum contributes the most to θe, whereas θ is small in the same
range of spectrum.
In summary, under the assumptions of steady state, horizontal homogeneity
(no advection), negligible subsidence and radiation destruction of θ2, Eq. (4.4) can
be written as:
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The objectives of this study are thus: 1) to characterize the vertical profile of
potential temperature variance over different surfaces in the near-surface region;
2) to quantify the significant terms in the potential temperature variance budget
equation; and 3) to show the variability of the budget terms as a function of height
over three diverse surfaces exposed to similar large-scale forcing..
4.3 Methods
The analysis is supported by field observations collected within the Moun-
tain Terrain Atmospheric Modeling and Observations (MATERHORN) program,
which is designed to better understand atmospheric fluid dynamics across all scales
over realistic mountainous terrain as well as under transient and steady condi-
tions. The overall goal of the MATERHORN program is to improve mountain
weather forecasts by developing scientific tools to help identify leaps in predictabil-
ity. More details can be found in Fernando et al., (2015).
4.3.1 Experimental Sites
To study the behavior of the potential temperature variance over different sur-
faces, we analyze MATERHORN data collected during the spring campaign (1 to
31 May 2013) at three sites: Playa, Sagebrush, and Slope (Figure 4.1). These sites
are all located at the U.S. Army Dugway Proving Ground (DPG), which is situated
137 km southwest of Salt Lake City, Utah. DPG is characterized by a dryland envi-
ronment consisting of salt flats and isolated hills surrounded by interconnected
mountains. Playa site (Figure 4.1b) is a highly alkaline desert playa (40◦08′N,
113◦27′W, 1296 m above mean sea level), which is mostly devoid of vegetation
and characterized by a very flat surface and a heterogeneous soil moisture spatial
distribution (Hang et al., 2015). The elevation variation is typically less than 1 m
km−1 with an aerodynamics roughness length of 0.11 mm. Sagebrush site (Fig-
ure 4.1c) is a low-elevation valley floor covered by greasewood vegetation that is
approximately 1-m high. It is located ≈ 25 km to the east of Playa site (40◦07′N,
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Figure 4.1: (a): Google Earth image of the three sites of interest at Dugway Proving
Ground, UT; Photographs of (b): Playa; (c): Sagebrush; (d): Slope sites. Copyright
2017 Derek Jensen and Sebastian Hoch
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113◦7′W, 1316 m above mean sea level). The roughness length at Sagebrush site
is 140 mm during spring season (Jensen et al., 2015). Slope site (Figure 4.1a) is
covered with higher elevation desert vegetation on the east side of Granite Peak
(Figure 4.1). The vegetation is sparse desert steppe on the order of 1-m height. The
tower sits in the upper portion of the slope with a ridge-line pitch of 2 to 4◦ with a
surface roughness length of 80 mm.
4.3.2 Instruments
Turbulence variables were measured at multiple levels between the surface and
25.5 m above ground level (agl) at the three sites of interest. At Playa site, the tur-
bulence tower consisted of a 28-m mast equipped with CSAT3 sonic anemometers
and 0.0127 mm type-E thermocouples at six levels (0.6, 2.0, 5.3, 10.4, 19.4, 25.5
m). At Sagebrush site, sonic anemometers and 0.0127 mm type-E thermocouples
were used at five levels (0.5, 2.0, 5.9, 10.2, 18.2 m). A CSAT3 sonic anemometer
was deployed at the 10.2-m level, while RM Young ultrasonic anemometers where
deployed at all other levels. At the Slope site, the tower had five levels of CSAT3
sensors (0.6, 2.1, 5.1, 10.1, 20.1 m). A detailed list of instruments is presented
in Table 4.2. All fast-response instruments were sampled at 20 Hz. Note that
the lowest sonic anemometers (≈ 0.5 m) are below the vegetation height at both
Sagebrush and Slope sites. Note that the lowest measurement level at Sagebrush
and Slope sites is below the average canopy height (≈ 1 m). However, given the
ratios of the surface roughness lengths (0.14 m for Sagebrush and 0.08 m for Slope)
to the lowest measurement levels (0.5 m for Sagebrush and 0.6 m for Slope), we
chose to keep these data in the analysis.
In order to measure high frequency temperature and velocity fluctuations, two
sets of co-located 5 ¯m tungsten diameter hot-wires (55P16, Dantec Dynamic, Den-
mark) and 5 ¯m tungsten diameter cold-wires (Digital Flow Technologies Inc., East
Lansing, MI) were deployed at Playa site, which is ≈10 m away from the turbu-
lence tower, during ten Intensive Observation Periods (IOPs). The measurements
were taken at 33 and 798 mm above ground during IOP 9 (Figure 4.2). The hot-wire
array is a two-component X-array that measures the streamwise and vertical veloc-
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Table 4.2: Instrumentation deployed at Playa, Sagebrush, and Slope sites. u, v, and
w are the streamwise, spanwise and vertical velocity components, respectively. T
is air temperature.
Instrument name Variables measured Accuracy Manufacturer
CSAT3 u, v ±0.08 m s−1 Campbell Sci., Inc.
w ±0.04 m s−1
RMY8100 u, v, w ±0.05 m s−1 R.M. Young, Inc.
FW05 T ±0.07 ◦C Campbell Sci., Inc.
Figure 4.2: (a): Photographs illustrating the setup for the two sets of collocated
hot-wire and cold-wire probes; (b): This photo shows two sets of probes. Each
probe has 2 hot-wires (an X-array) and a single cold wire at 33 mm above ground
level (in the white rectangle).
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ity components. It must be regularly aligned with the mean wind. The cold-wire
consists of a single straight wire. All three wires are spaced within approximately
33 mm. The hot-wire probe is calibrated by a portable unit that swept through
different angles and speeds. The cold-wire is calibrated by air stream that is heated
at two different temperatures. For the cold wire probe, a new correction was
applied based on Arwatz et al., (2013) to provide frequency response to temper-
ature fluctuations up to about 1 kHz. To compare the dissipation rate of θ2 from
direct method and indirect methods, we choose a data segment from 1330 – 1800
MST on 25 May 2013, which is under clear sky and strong south-westerly winds
with a sustained wind speed of about 6 ms−1 at 1 m from the surface. During
period, the surface layer is dominated by shear stress and the average turbulence
intensity is less than 0.5. These conditions are ideal for the determination of the
dissipation rate using the direct method, which is under the assumption of Taylor’s
hypothesis. The sampling frequency was 15 kHz.
4.3.3 Data Analysis and Availability
Raw turbulence data were processed with the Utah Turbulence in Environmen-
tal Studies Processes and analysis code (UTESpac). The eddy-covariance technique
was applied to obtain turbulent fluxes using averaging periods of 30 min, which is
long enough to filter the data noise and short enough to capture the contribution
from turbulent transfer. More details on the turbulence flux corrections and quality
control can be found in Jensen et al., (2015). At the slope site, a two-sector planar fit
was applied with the sector-wise planar-fit coefficients computed from 30-min av-
eraged wind data (see Jensen et al., 2016, for details). All meteorological data were
averaged over 30-min periods as well. Data are selected during the period 0800
to 1700 MST to avoid the morning and afternoon transition periods. The average
sunrise and sunset times during May 2013 are 0517 and 1939 MST, respectively. In
addition, data with z/L < 0 at each level are selected as well to assure the presence
of unstable conditions. Based on the previous criteria, the data availability for all
sites are 3-6, 12-16, 21-27, and 30-31 May 2013. All vertical gradients are computed
by means of finite difference techniques. A forward difference is used for the low-
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est level, a backward difference for the highest level, and an analytical derivative
of a Lagrangian interpolating polynomial for the intermediate levels (Chapra &
Canale, 1998).
4.3.4 Determination of the Dissipation Rate of θ2
To compute the dissipation term, four methods are used: the so-called di-
rect method, the spectral density approach, the second-order structure function,
and the third-order structure function. Despite the fact that the direct method is
expected to yield the most accurate estimation of dissipation rates, it is usually
difficult to collect enough data to carry a sufficiently long analysis due to extremely
high sampling frequency required. Indeed, the latter is typically greater than 10
kHz to allow the contribution of turbulent scales smaller than the so-called Kol-
mogorov microscale. As a result, in most practical applications, indirect methods
are used.







where α is thermal diffusivity of air. We also assume T ≈ θ in this testing case.
Under the assumptions of locally isotropic turbulence and Taylor’s hypothesis, eθ
can be approximated by:











where U is the local mean wind speed measured at the same location.
The three indirect methods are all based on inertial subrange scaling, which
is applicable with measurements from 3-D sonic anemometer with a transducer
spacing of 150 mm, and Taylor’s hypothesis. A short description of all three
methods will be given here, following the study of Kiely et al., (1996).
The spectral density of the temperature fluctuations in the Kolmogorov inertial
subrange can be expressed as:
Eθ(k) = βθ eθ e−1/3 k−5/3, (4.8)
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where Eθ is the power spectra of θ at wavenumber k (rad m−1), βθ is the Obukhov-
Corrsin constant, taken here as 0.8 (Wyngaard & Cote´ 1971). In Eq. (4.8), e is
the mean dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy calculated using the one-
dimensional spectra:
Eu(k) = αu e2/3 k−5/3, (4.9)
where Eu is the power spectra of u at wavenumber k, αu is the Kolmogorov con-
stant, taken as 0.55 (Antonia et al., 1979).
With the second-order structure function approach, the dissipation of PTV can
be written as (Obukhov, 1949):
Dθθ(r) = Cθθ eθ e−1/3 r2/3, (4.10)
where Dθθ(r) is the expected value of the temperature difference between two
points separated by a distance r along the wind direction, which can be evaluated
by Dθθ(r) = (∆θ(r))2, where ∆θ(r) = θ(x + r)− θ(x); the constant Cθθ = 4βθ; the
streamwise velocity fluctuation dissipation e is obtained using:
Duu(r) = Cuu e2/3 r2/3, (4.11)
where Duu is the expected value of longitudinal velocity difference; Cuu = 4.0αu.
The third-order structure function of streamwise velocity and squared tem-
perature differences as a function of r in the inertial subrange may be written as
(Yaglom, 1948):
Duθθ(r) = −43 eθ r, (4.12)
The advantage of this method is not requiring free constants, and a priori knowl-
edge of the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Stability Conditions
The probability distribution of local stability parameter (z/Λ) is presented in
Figure 4.3 for the data acquired during May 2013, where Λ is the local Obukhov
length, which is determined by computing local values of u∗, Θv, and wθ at each
level. More than 60% of the data at the lowest level are within the near-neutral
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Figure 4.3: Probability density of the stability parameter z/Λ at a) Playa; b)
Sagebrush; c) Slope sites at all measurement levels. The span for each interval
is 0.1, except for the leftmost interval, which represent the probability density of
z/Λ < −1.
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range (i.e., −0.1 < z/Λ < 0) at all three sites. At Sagebrush and Slope sites,
the probability density decreases with as conditions become more unstable. The
ranges of z/Λ for the period of interest in this study are −0.005 to −12 at Playa
site, −0.0017 to−5.78 at Sagebrush site, and−0.0007 to−13.28 at Slope site. These
data have been used to compute ensemble averages for convective conditions in
the following analysis.
4.4.2 Profiles of Potential Temperature Variance
Figure 4.4 shows the contour plots of ensemble averaged θ2 at all three sites.
A clear diurnal cycle can be observed at all sites. θ2 at Sagebrush site has the
greatest value among the three sites. Between 0800 and 1700 MST (indicated by
two vertical dashed lines), the evolution of temperature variance displays different
features over three sites. By comparing Playa site (smooth surface) to Sagebursh
and Slope Sites (rough surfaces), we can see that the magnitude of θ2 at Playa
with the maximum value of 1.82 K2 is noticeably smaller than at Sagebrush and
Slope sites with peak values of 2.87 K2 and 2.10 K2, respectively. This is due to the
fact that rough surfaces generate more turbulence and thus more fluctuations of
temperature around its mean value.
To investigate the behavior of the profiles during unstable periods and the
applicability of existing scaling relationships (i.e., Eq. (4.1)), the temperature scale








where Cθ is a constant equal to 1.66 (C22κ−2/3),with C2 taken as 0.95 (Wyngaard &
Cote´, 1972).
The plots on the left side of Figure 4.5 show scaled θ2 based on observations
and models as a function of z/Λ at all three sites. At Playa site, R-squared (R2) is
0.34 when using the literature value of the constant C2 = 0.95, and 0.61 when using
C2 = 1.35 as calculated from a best-fit of the data. It is clear that the performance
of the potential temperature variance model is improved significantly by using
another C2 value. At Sagebrush site, R2 = 0.34 when C2 = 0.95, and 0.41 when
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Figure 4.4: Contour plots of ensemble averaged θ2 at (a): Playa; (b): Sagebrush; (c):
Slope sites. White horizontal dashed lines at (b) and (c) indicate the approximate
height of the vegetation when present (≈1 m).
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Figure 4.5: Left panel: normalized θ2 by T∗2. Gray dots are the observational data.
C2 is the constant in Eq. (4.1). Red lines indicate the model with C2 = 0.95; blue
lines represent C2 by best-fit of all the data. Right panel: Boxplots of θ2 during
daytime (0800 to 1700 MST). Centers of the black boxes indicate the medians of
θ2, the edges show the lower and upper quartiles. Red solid lines denote medians
of the model based on Eq. (4.13) with Cθ=1.75 (C2=0.95) at each level; blue solid
lines represent the same with Cθ (C2) equal 3.38 (1.35) at Playa site, 1.39 (0.84) at
Sagebrush site, and 1.53 (0.91) at Slope site that based on the model best fits the
observational data. (a-b): Playa site; (c-d): Sagebrush site; (e-f): Slope site. Note
that both Θv and (wθ)s are obtained at bottom level (≈ 0.5 m at three sites).
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C2 = 0.84 from the present data, which shows a small improvement on the model
performance. At Slope site, R2 = 0.44 when C2 = 0.95, and 0.46 when C2 =
0.91 as calculated from the present data. After computing a best fit of Eq. (4.1)
to the data, C2 at Playa departs from 0.95 the most among all three sites. The
departure from the accepted values are clearly caused by scatter in the data at
Playa site. The possible reason for strong variation of θ2 at Playa can be: 1) the
surface heterogeneity of soil moisture and evaporation at playa site causes strong
surface temperature variation (Hang et al., 2015); 2) the larger surface roughness at
Sagebrush and Slope sites origins a relatively turbulent momentum, that tends to
smooth the temperature variance. Nevertheless, this result indicates that θ2 scaling
works better over relatively rough surfaces like Sagebrush and Slope than over
smooth surface like Playa. The right panel of Figure 4.5 shows unscaled vertical
profiles of potential temperature variance (box-plots in the figure) throughout the
field campaign during convective periods along curves (red and blue solid lines in
the figure) based on Eq. (4.13) with different values of Cθ (i.e., 3.38, 1.39, and 1.53
for Playa, Sagebrush, and Slope sites, respectively). In general, the model (with
either constant value) can capture the vertical variation of the medians of θ2 at all
sites, where a sharp vertical gradient can be observed below 5 m and a relatively
constant θ2 layer can be seen above that same height. At Sagebrush and Slope sites,
the profiles of θ2 are almost identical.
4.4.3 Temperature Variance Budgets
To better understand how each term of the simplified temperature variance
budget (Eq. (4.5)) varies in the vertical direction, medians of unscaled and scaled
production, turbulent transport, and dissipation of θ2 are analysed (Figure 4.6).
Note that the determination method of dissipation rate here is the second-order
structure function, which provides the most consistent results comparing to the
spectral density and the third-order structure function methods. From the un-
scaled plots, both production and dissipation terms show a rapid decrease with
height between the lowest level (0.6 m) to ≈5 m agl, then they become much
smaller above this level. To provide an appreciation of the depth of this shallow
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Figure 4.6: Left panel: medians of temperature variance budget and the resid-
ual term, which are indicated by purple dashed lines, (Production + Trans-
port+Dissipation+Residual = 0) during the convective time periods (0800 to 1700
MST). Blue, red and orange lines indicate the production, turbulent transport and
dissipation terms of θ2, respectively. Black horizontal dashed lines represent the
top of the layer above which θ2 is less than 20% of its bottom value. Right panel:
medians of scaled budget terms normalized by u∗T∗2/(kz) at each level. All the
color and dashed lines are the same as the left panel. (a-b): Playa site; (c-d):
Sagebrush site; (e-f): Slope site.
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layer characterised by strong vertical gradients, we illustrate the height above
which the median of the temperature variance drops to less than 20% of its surface
value. The top of this layer is indicated with a horizontal black dashed line in
Figure 4.6. The depth of the shallow surface layer is rather constant across the sites
(5.6 m at Playa site, 6.0 m at Sagebrush site, and 6.1 m at Slope site), despite the
difference in surface roughness and slope angle. Above 5 m, all the terms are at
least one order-of-magnitude smaller than the values found below. The residual
below 5 m at Playa has negative values, which indicates a dominant production
term within this shallow 5-m layer. The possible missing sink term in the budget
can be the radiation destruction term. The residual at Sagebrush site is close to
zero except at 2 m agl with the magnitude being as large as the dissipation term.
From Figure 4.6d, we notice that at the 2-m level, the normalized production
term is greater than unity. This implies that the negative residual at 2 m is caused
by an unusual large production. At Slope site, the residual term is relatively small
over all heights, which indicates a good balance for the simplified potential tem-
perature variance budget. The right panel of Figure 4.6 shows medians of scaled
budget profile normalized by u∗T∗2/(kz). The normalized dissipation term shows
a relatively constant profile during the convective period at all three sites. The
scaled production profile displays a complicated behaviour over three different
sites. In particular, at Playa site, the production term becomes negative above 10
m. This is caused by a negative temperature gradient due to the subsidence, which
is also observed from Jensen et al. (2015) based on tethered balloon data.
4.4.4 Turbulent Transport
Turbulent transport of PTV has been reported to be a negligible term by most
previous studies. However, Bradley et al., (1981) and Sempreviva & Højstrup
(1998) have shown that it can not be neglected intermittently under near-neutral
conditions. To further investigate the importance of turbulent transport in PTVB,
we plot the histogram showing the ratio of turbulent transport to production of
θ2 at the same height (Figure 4.7). From Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we know that the
temperature variance budget evolves rapidly with height in the first few meters
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Figure 4.7: Probability density of the ratio of turbulent transport of PTV at the
bottom two measurement levels to the production term at the same level at a)
Playa, b) Sagebrush, and c) Slope sites.
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above ground level, so the following discussion of turbulent transport will focus
on the lowest two levels only. From Figure 4.7, we can see that there are more
than 45% and 14% of the data segments with a ratio greater than 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively, at Playa site. This result indicates that the turbulent transport may not
be negligible over perfectly smooth surfaces like Playa site. However, at Sagebrush
site, there are only≈20% and 10% of data with a ratio greater than 0.1 and 0.2. The
difference between two sites can be caused by the different in surface roughness.
At Slope site (Figure 4.7c), the shape of the distribution is different from the other
two sites. The ratio peaks between 0.1 and 0.2. The exact cause of this feature is still
unclear. One possible reason could be related to the presence of daytime upslope
flows. Furthermore, almost 70% of data has the ratio greater than 0.1, which might
indicate that the turbulent transport term is not negligible over slope.
The turbulent transport term could also play a significant role in transferring
the temperature variances through different layers. Figure 4.8 shows the ensemble
averaged turbulent transport term at the three sites. Figure 4.8a indicates a clear
separation between 0.6 - 2 m and 5 - 25.5 m at Playa. In the bottom layer, tur-
bulent transport is acting as a sink term and in the upper layer, as a source term.
From Figure 4.8b, we can see that the turbulent transport over Sagebrush at the
lowest two levels is still a sink term in the θ2 budget between 0700 – 1700 MST
and becomes a source term between 1700 – 1900 MST. At 5.9 m level, turbulent
transport acts as a sink term as well without significant variation during daytime.
However, at the highest two levels, turbulent transport varies notably. Based on
30-min averaged data, the temporal variation of turbulent transport is significant
on a daily base (not shown here). Overall, the behavior of turbulent transport at
different heights at the Sagebrush site is more complicated than those at playa and
slope sites. Figure 4.8c shows the diurnal cycle of the transport term at the Slope
site. At midday, the transport is large and positive near the ground, decreases
with height and is negative at the 20-m level. Overall, turbulent transport at all
three sites transfers the temperature variance upwards with a relatively strong
magnitude at the bottom two levels, and then its behavior is less consistent above
the 5-m level from site to site.
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Figure 4.8: 24-hr Ensemble averaged turbulent transport of θ2 throughout the
periods of interest at all levels at a) Playa site, b) Sagebrush site, and c) Slope site.
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To investigate how turbulent transport of θ2 varies with atmospheric stability,
we analyze the relationships between the ratio of turbulent transport to production
and the local stability parameter z/Λ (Figure 4.9). Region (v) in Figure 4.9, where
−0.05 < z/Λ < 0 , which we consider considered as near-neutral conditions,
shows the greatest variability,, which is consistent with the findings of Bradley et
al., (1981) and Sempreviva & Højstrup (1998). However, the medians show that
turbulent transport term is still small compared to production under near-neutral
conditions. In fact, the medians at all three sites are relatively in dependent of
stability in the convective boundary layer. The similarity between all three sites
indicate that the importance of turbulent transport in the temperature variance
budget is not very sensitive to variations in surface roughness and slope angles.
4.4.5 Dissipation
In this section, we attempt to intercompare different methods to determine eθ
using a short-period during which direct calculations of eθ were possible. Due
to the fact that the hot-wire and sonic-anemometers are measuring at different
heights, an interpolation of eθ based on the indirect methods is required. In this
case, a two-term exponential function (i.e., eθ(z) = a · exp(b · z) + c · exp(d · z))
is is used to interpolate eθ profiles with R2 = 0.99. Figure 4.10 shows that eθ
from the direct method varies significantly compared to eθ from the three indirect
methods. Moreover, after 1700 MST, eθ from the indirect methods shows a clear
decay and becomes almost negligible. However, eθ from the direct method is
still active until 1800 MST. This extension of dissipation from the direct method
is due to the fact that the hot-wire is measuring the flow with smaller length scale
compared to sonic anemometers. The difference between the four methods could
easily cause an imbalance between the production and dissipation terms, which is
usually about 20%. Nevertheless, eθ from indirect methods is still valuable when
we comparing to the production term to evaluate the imbalance ratio, which will
be discussed in the following section.
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Figure 4.9: Ratio of turbulent transport to production term of θ2 at a) Playa site,
b) Sagebrush site, and c) Slope site. Gray dots represent 30-min average data at
the bottom two levels, and red and blue dots represent bin-averaged ratio at two
different heights over different ranges of z/Λ as indicated: (i) z/Λ < -1; (ii) -
1< z/Λ <0.3; (iii) -0.3 < z/Λ < -0.1; (iv) -0.1 < z/Λ < -0.05; (v) -0.05 < z/Λ <
0.
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Figure 4.10: Time series of eθ at 0.6 m determined by the Spectral density, the
second-order structure function, the third-order structure function, and the Direct
methods on 25 May 2013 at Playa site.
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4.4.6 Imbalance Ratio between Production and Dissipation
Previous studies have failed to clearly describe the relationship between the
imbalance ratio (production to dissipation) and stability conditions. Figure 4.11
shows the imbalance ratio as a function of local stability parameter for all three
sites. As discussed in the previous section, the determination of dissipation rate
will certainly affect the imbalance ratio. To achieve the most information from
the observational data, we will present the data based on both the second-order
structure function and the third-order structure function, which are commonly
used in previous studies (Kiely et al., 1996; Li et al., 2015).
Figure 4.11 shows that both 30-min averaged and bin-averaged imbalance ratio
have a greater value when the dissipation is calculated with the second-order
structure function. In addition, the ratio remains almost constant as z/Λ more
negative at all three sites, which suggests no correlation between these two vari-
ables. From Figure 4.11a, taken at the 0.6 m level, the imbalance ratio becomes
much smaller than unity, which indicates dissipation rate dominates production,
as z/Λ becomes smaller than -0.3. In particular, when z/Λ is less than -1, the
imbalance ratio is less than 0.5. This result is very different from what Kiely et al.,
(1996) observed over uniform bare soil, which is very similar to Playa site. As listed
in Table 4.1, they reported an imbalance ratio of 1.42 when z/L is less than -2. This
important difference of temperature variance budget closure can be caused from
the basic assumption of assuming horizontal homogeneity. Hang et al., (2015) have
reported a strong heteogeneity in surface temperature at the Playa site, consistent
with the spatial distribution of soil moisture.
4.5 Summary
This work studies the potential temperature variance and budget terms under
unstable conditions over a flat desert playa site without vegetation, a flat sage-
brush site with 1-m tall sparse bushes, and a 2◦ – 4◦ slope site with higher elevation
desert vegetation. The analysis is based on data acquired during the 2013 spring
campaign at Dugway, UT, as part of the MATERHRON program.
Contour plots of θ2 revealed clear diurnal cycles at the three sites. The average
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Figure 4.11: Imbalance ratio of production to dissipation rate of θ2 at a) Playa
site, b) Sagebrush site, and c) Slope site. Green and yellow dots represent 30-min
averaged imbalance ratio based on the dissipation rate calculated by second-order
and third-order structure function at the bottom two levels. Red and blue circles
represent bin-averaged values at two different heights over different ranges of
z/Λ, which is same as the ones in Figure 4.9. The upper dots represent the ratio
based on eθ calculated by second-order structure function, and the bottom dots
represent the one by third-order structure function.
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magnitude of temperature variance was greatest at Sagebrush site, and smallest at
Playa site. This difference was likely caused by variations in surface roughness.
Scaled and unscaled potential temperature variance were also investigated as a
function of height and stability. A stronger variation was observed at Playa than at
the other two sites. θ2 profiles showed a rapid decrease with increasing height such
that the PTV was 36%, 37%, and 52% of it’s 0.6 m value at 5 m at Playa, Sagebrush,
and Slope sites, respectively.
Based on the vertical distribution of the most significant budget terms, we can
see that over all three sites, the production and dissipation terms decrease rapidly
with height within a shallow ≈5-m thick layer. Above this shallow layer, all the
terms become relatively small. The scaled temperature variance budget shows a
inconsistent profile at all sites. The scaling term w∗T∗2/(kz) does not work well to
capture the mechanisms of temperature variance budget profiles. The subsidence
at Playa site causes a negative temperature gradient (Massey et al., 2014), which
leads to an unusual negative production term of θ2.
In order to find the relative significance of the turbulent transport term, the
ratio of the turbulent transport to the production term was calculated. There are
≈45% (14%) of data with a ratio > 0.1 (0.2) at Playa, and ≈20% of data with a
ratio > 0.1 at Sagebrush site. At the Slope site, the ratio peaks between 0.1 and 0.2,
which includes ≈55% of the data. The mechanism behind this unexpected PDF
distribution is not clear. Overall, turbulent transport might not be negligible over
Playa and Slope, and might be small over a more typical surface, which is flat and
relatively rough (i.e., Sagebrush site).
To investigate the controversial argument from Bradley et al., (1981); Sempre-
viva & Højstrup, (1998); Wyngaard & Cote´, (1972)., which stated that turbulent
transport is negligible most of time and could be important under near-neutral
conditions, we analysed the ratio of turbulent transport to production at all sites
at the lowest two levels. In this study, we do observe significant ratios (up to 0.5)
during near-neutral conditions. However, the ratio remains relatively constant
through near-neutral and unstable conditions at all three sites with a value of about
0.1 to 0.2.
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A comparison between different determination of eθ is presented. The data is
from 1330 to 1800 MST at Playa Site when the boundary layer is shear-dominated,
which is ideal for the direct method. If we consider eθ from the direct method
is close to the ’true’ value, an underestimated eθ from the second-order structure
function and an overestimated eθ from the spectral density and the third-order
structure function methods. Nevertheless, this result implies that eθ based on the
indirect methods is still valuable to evaluate the imbalance ratio between produc-
tion to dissipation rates.
The ratio of production to dissipation or the imbalance ratio was relatively
constant across the full range of convective conditions studied. At the 2-m level, a
general balance between production and dissipation can be assumed over unstable
conditions at all three sites. However, this is not the case at 0.6-m. In particular at
Playa site, a very low value of the ratio (≈ 0.5) can be found when z/Λ < −1. This
imbalance can be caused by strong thermal heterogeneity at Playa, which is also
observed from Hang et al., (2015).
In summary, there are still many knowledge gaps regarding to the temperature
variance budget over different surfaces and stability conditions. This study is pro-
viding more observational data to improve the basic understanding of temperature
variance budget in the atmospheric boundary layer.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, observational data were used to study the flow processes and
scalar transport over diverse terrain, including mountainous terrain and flat sur-
faces with strong thermal and moisture heterogeneities. The main objective was to
better understand the complex exchange of heat and moisture over different types
of surfaces and subject to various atmospheric conditions so that the performance
of numerical weather forecasting models can be improved through more accurate
boundary conditions and parameterizations. The results presented were based on
two extensive filed campaigns, which were conducted in an arid environment (the
U.S. Army Dugway Proving Ground) and a sheltered alpine valley, as part of the
MATERHORN program.
Chapter 2 described a strong spatial and temporal variation of surface moisture
and evaporation over a flat desert surface. After occasional rain events, evapora-
tion rates were enhanced by a few local features, such as soil properties, which
had features of high water capacity and low permeability, surface albedo, and soil
moisture, which caused a positive feedback mechanism and significant nocturnal
evaporation. In addition, a strong surface temperature and moisture heterogeneity
was observed over a desert Playa site, a flat surface with negligible surface rough-
ness. The difference in near-surface soil moisture and cumulative evaporation
was more than 5 mm from site to site over a very small distance (∼200 m). This
result clearly revealed the complexity of scalar transport over a flat and horizontal
homogeneous surface, which would be ideal for momentum transport near the
surface.
Chapter 3 described a case study of a typical shallow and short-lived valley
fog in a sheltered alpine valley. The results indicated the significance of mountain
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circulations in the valley fog processes. In particular, internal gravity waves, gener-
ated by surrounding topography, greatly influenced the fog evolution by varying
the near-surface temperature and wind fields. To better understand and predict
the evolution of radiation fog in the valley, a comprehensive spatial coverage of
observations near the surface would be required to capture rapid flow processes
and complex interactions between mountain circulations.
Chapter 4 investigated the temperature variance budget over three different
arid surfaces, which were a flat non-vegetated Playa (the same site used in Chapter
2), a flat vegetated Sagebrush, and a vegetated gentle Slope site. Typically, a perfect
balance between production and dissipation of θ2 is assumed in weather forecast-
ing models. To examine the validity of this balance, we studied the temperature
variance budget under unstable conditions. The results showed that the budget
was not closed based on two dominant terms, and the turbulent transport term
could be non-negligible at Playa and Slope sites. The imbalance ratio of production
on how dissipation terms were determined. In addition, the observations also in-
dicated the existence of a persistent surface-based 5-m layer where the magnitude
of production and dissipation terms of θ2 dropped rapidly with increasing height
over all three sites.
The present dissertation revealed the complexity of heat and moisture transport
in the atmospheric boundary layer over diverse terrain. The findings made a
meaningful contribution to the literature of scalar transport in different topics.
Meanwhile, many new scientific questions and research opportunities emerged
from this study. In Chapter 2, we showed a strong variation of near-surface soil
moisture and evaporation rates over relatively small spatial scales (∼ 100 m). More
work could be followed with a focus on thermal heterogeneity near the surface.
For example, Morrison et al., (2017) developed a new method to compute spatially
and temporally varying surface sensible heat flux at playa site from high-frequency
thermal imagery. In Chapter 3, we found that to improve the prediction of valley
fog, it was necessary to have a better knowledge of flow dynamics in mountainous
terrain during stably-stratified boundary layer, including katabatic flows, cold-air
pools, internal gravity waves, etc. It was desirable to have more observations
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that showed the rapid interactions between mountain circulations and radiation
fogs. The rapid changes of fog evolution include not only in temporal scales,
which can be ∼10 min but also in spatial scales, which cover the range from
101 m to 104 m. In Chapter 4, we found the existence of a persistent 5-m shal-
low surface layer with respect to the potential temperature variance regardless
of surface types. Some analytical work should be done to explain this shallow
surface layer and to investigate the thermal roughness length. In addition, the
present results showed that it was questionable to use the balance between the
production and dissipation term of the temperature variance in the second-order
turbulence closure model under near-neutral condition and over complex terrain.
More effort could be dedicated to the terms that received much less attention in the
temperature variance budget, such as the importance of the turbulent transport
term and radiation destruction term, the determination of dissipation rates, and
the validation of horizontal homogeneities.
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